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ABSTRACT
STABLE INVARIANT SUBSPACES, REFLEXIVITY, AND BMO
by
Hassan Yousefi 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2005
In the first part o f the thesis we obtain some new results in Hadwin’s general version of 
reflexivity and apply them in the classical cases. We prove that the image of any C*- 
algebra under any bounded unital homomorphism into B(W) is approximately reflexive, 
where W is a Banach space. We also introduce two new versions o f reflexivity, 
approximate algebraic reflexivity and asymptotic reflexivity, and study their properties.
In the second part o f the thesis we construct a general setting in which functions of 
bounded mean oscillation (BMO) and vanishing mean oscillation (VMO) can be studied. 
In this setting we prove a version of the John-Nirenberg theorem and a version of 
Sarason's characterization of VMO as the closure of the uniformly continuous functions 
in BMO. We also prove that VMO is never complemented in BMO.
In the third part o f the thesis we study the stable invariant subspaces of Hilbert-space 
operators. We prove that if T is an operator on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space 
whose spectrum and essential spectrum are both connected and whose Fredholm index is 
only 0 or 1, then the only nontrivial norm-stable invariant subspaces o f T are the finite 
dimensional ones. We also characterize norm-stable invariant subspaces o f any weighted 
unilateral shift operator.
vi
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Part I 
NOTES ON HAD W IN’S 
GENERAL VIEW OF 
REFLEXIVITY
1
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Reflexivity problems concerning subspaces of the algebra B (H) of all bounded linear 
operators acting on a Hilbert space 7i is one of the most active research areas in oper­
ator theory. In the past decade, similar questions concerning some important subsets 
of linear transformations acting on Banach spaces have also attracted attention. The 
originators of the research in this direction are C. Apostol, C. Foia§, D. Hadwin, P. R. 
Halmos, K. J. Harrison, D. Larson, A. I. Loginov, V. S. Shulman, and D. Voiculescu. 
Several notions of reflexivity have been introduced so far and many more may appear 
in the future. Here we recall some of the most important ones.
Reflexivity was introduced by P. R. Halmos [28] for lattices of (closed) subspace 
of a Hilbert Space TC, and a subalgebra of B(TC). An algebra A is reflexive if 
A  =AlgLat (A ) , where AlgLat (A) is the collection of all operators in B (H) that 
leave invariant every A-in variant subspace of 'H. This notion was extended by A. 
Loginov and V. Shulman [35] to linear subspaces of B (Ti) . Algebraic reflexivity was 
introduced by D. Hadwin [18] for subspaces of £  ( F ) , where £  (V) is the algebra of 
all linear transformations on a  vector space V  over a field F. Many important results 
on algebraic reflexivity were obtained by D. Larson [34]. Based on K. J. Harrison’s 
notion of strongly reductive operators [29], C. Apostol, C. Foia§, and D. Voiculescu [5] 
introduced the notion of approximate reflexivity for a subalgebra A  of B(7i.). This no-
2
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tion of reflexivity was generalized to subspaces by D. Hadwin [20]. In [22], D. Hadwin 
unified most of these notions of reflexivity into his general version of reflexivity. He 
proved several results in this setting, surprisingly, with elementary methods. He ob­
tained many important results (some known and some unknown) as simple corollaries 
to his results in this setting.
In this paper we tend to follow D. Hadwin’s steps and obtain some new results in 
his general version of reflexivity. In Chapter 3 we obtain some abstract results in the 
general setting and we apply them to derive some results, mostly, in Chapters 4 and 
5. In chapters 5 and 6  we introduce two new versions of reflexivity; one is a version 
of algebraic reflexivity and is called approximate algebraic reflexivity and the other 
one, tha t is akin to approximate reflexivity, is called asymptotic reflexivity. These 
two versions of reflexivity have many interesting properties, and we study them in 
the last two chapters of Part 1 of this paper.
This paper was partially supported by a university of New Hampshire dissertation 
fellowship.
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we collect notations and results that will be used later in the disserta­
tion. Throughout the paper we use Tt to denote a Hilbert space, and B (Ti) denotes 
the Banach algebra of all bounded linear transformations (operators) on Ti. We let 
M n(C) denote the space of n x n matrices over the field of complex numbers C, i.e., 
■Mn(C) =B  (Cn). In general if X  is a Banach space, B  (X ) denotes the space of all 
bounded linear transformations on X ,  and 1C (X )  denotes the algebra of all compact 
operators in B ( X ) . If V  is a vector space over a field F, we let £  (V) denote the 
set of F-linear transformations on V. We let T ( V)  denote the space of all finite rank 
transformations on V. If W  is a Banach space, W # denotes the norm dual of W and 
if V  is a vector space over a field F, l /q denotes the space of all F-linear maps from 
V  into F. For x  G V  and a  e V \  the rank-one tensor x ® a  is the linear map defined 
on C(V)  by (x ® a) (S') =  a  (Sx)  for every S  € £ (F ).
Reflexivity was introduced by RR. Halmos [28] for lattices of closed subspaces of a 
Hilbert space H , and for subalgebras of B [Ti]. A lattice £  is reflexive if £  =LatAlg  (£ ) , 
where for any set of closed subspaces V, AlgV  denotes the algebra of all opera­
tors in B( H)  leaving every member of V  invariant, and for any set of operators 
£ C B i i i )  , Lat (£) is the lattice of closed subspaces left invariant by £. A  unital al­
gebra A C  B (Ti) is said to be reflexive if A  —AlgLat ( A ) . This notion was extended
4
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by A. Loginov and V. Shulman [35] to include linear subspaces <S of B (Ti) which 
are not necessarily algebras: a  linear subspace S  of B (Ti) is reflexive if and only if 
S  = R e f  (<S), where
R e f ( S )  = { T e B ( H ) : T x e  S i ,  \/x € Ti} .
It is an easy exercise to show that AlgLat (A) =  R e f (A) whenever A is a unital 
algebra.
For a vector space V, a linear subspace <S of C (V) is called algebraically reflexive 
if and only if S  =Refo ( S ) , where
R e f0 (S ) = {T  G C(V) : T x  € Sx ,  Vx € V } .
The elements of R e f0 (S) can be described as those linear transformations which
are locally in <S. Thus a subspace S  is algebraically reflexive if and only if S  contains 
every T  that is locally in <S. This notion was first used by D. Hadwin [18].
For an algebra A  C B(H),  we say:
T  € ApprAlgLat (A) if and only if |](1 — P\)TP\\\ — > 0 for every net{P\} of
projections in B (Ti) for which ||(1 — P \)A P \ || — > 0, VA € A.
We say that A  is approximately reflexive if A  =ApprAlgLat (A) . The notion of 
approximate reflexivity was generalized to include subspaces by D. Hadwin [20]. For 
a subspace S  C B(Tt), we say:
T  € Appr R e f  (S) if and only if \\PxTQx\\ — > 0 for all nets of projections {Pa} 
and {Qx} for which ||P\SQ\\\ — > 0, VP 6  S . We say S  is approximately reflexive if 
S  —A pprR ef ( S ) .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
It is not trivial that Appr AlgLat (A) = Appr R e f  (.4) when A  is a unital algebra, 
but it is indeed true [2 0 ].
W. Arveson [7] introduced the notion of hyperreflexivity in B (If). Suppose A  is 
a reflexive unital subalgebra of B (H) and T  € B (T i). We define a seminorm
d ( T , A)  = s u p { \ \ ( l - P ) T P \ \ : P e L a t A } .
It is easily shown that d (T, A) <  dist (T , A) for every T  € B (If) and, since A  is 
reflexive, we have d ( T , A)  =  0  if and only if dist (T, A ) — 0 . We say that A  is 
hyperreflexive if there is a constant K  > 1 such that, for every T  € B (Tt) ,
dist (T, A ) < K d  (T, A ) .
The smallest such K  > 1 is called the constant o f hyperreflexivity of A , and is denoted 
by K  (.4). W. Arveson’s famous distance formula [6 ] states tha t K  (A) = 1 whenever 
A. is a nest algebra.
D. Hadwin defined the notion of approximate hyperreflexivity for an approximately 
reflexive unital algebra A , where the seminorm d (T, A) is replaced by
da ( T , A ) =  sup lim sup ||(1 -  PX) T P X |]
A
where the supremum is taken over all nets {Pa} of projections in B(7i) such that 
|j (1 — Pa) APx || —* 0 for every A € A. The smallest K  > 1 for which
dist (T , .4.) < K d a (T, .4)
for all T  G B (H) is the constant of approximate hyperreflexivity of A , and is denoted 
by K a ( A ) . D. Hadwin [20] proved that K a (A) < 29 whenever A  is a unital C*- 
subalgebra of B (H).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Next we recall D. Hadwin’s general version of reflexivity that contains the usual
topological, approximate, and algebraic versions of reflexivity as special cases.
Suppose F is a topological field with Hausdorff topology, X  is a  vector space over
F, and Y  is a vector space of linear maps from X  to F that separates the points of
X  (i.e. fl ker(/) =  {0} ). We call such a pair ( X , Y )  a dual pair over F. We define 
f&f
(X , y, E) to be a  reflexivity triple over F if (X , Y )  is a dual pair over F, E  C Y  is 
closed under multiplication by scalars, and E±_ := j^j ker (<p) = {0}. If <S is a linear
tp&E
subspace of X ,  we define R e f E(S) =  (<SX fl E) , where
=  {(p e Y  : ip (5) =  0, VS € 5} .
We say that S  is E-reflexive if S  = R e f E{S).
We define the a (X, Y ) -topology on X  to be the smallest topology on X  that 
makes all the maps in Y  continuous. For S  CX,  <S denotes the o  (X, F)-closure of S  
in X , and span (S) denotes the a (X, F)-closed linear span of S.
Proposition 1 ([22, Proposition 1.1]) A linear map f  : X  — > F is a ( X , Y ) -  
continuous i f  and only i f  ker ( /)  is a  (X, Y ) -closed and, for every A c  X , span (A) =
( ^ ) n -
Next we recall D. Hadwin’s notion of hyperreflexivity. Here F is the field of 
complex or real numbers and X  and Y  are (real or complex) normed spaces, with 
Y  a subspace of the normed dual X *  of X. In this case we call (X, Y, E) a normed 
reflexivity triple. If (X, Y, E) is a normed reflexivity triple and S  is a linear subspace
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of X , we define a seminorm dy (■,<S) on X  by
dY( x , S ) =  sup { [ / (s)| : /  € <SX, ||/ | | =  l} .
We define another seminorm dE (-,«S) on X  by
dE(x,S)  =  sup {1/ (x)j : f e S ± n E ,  | |/ | |  =  1 } .
It is clear th a t dE(x, S)  <dy(x,  S)  and that x € Re fE(S)  if and only if dE(x, S ) =0. 
We say that <S is E-hyperreflexive if there is a nonnegative constant K  such that 
dy (x ,S)  < K d E (x ,S)  for every x  in X;  the smallest such K  >  1 is called the con­
stant of E-hyperreflexivity of S  and is denoted by K E (S ) . It is clear that if S  is a 
closed subspace of X , then A-hyperreflexivi ty of S  implies E'-reflexivity of S.
We next recall the notions of relative reflexivity and hyperreflexivity. Suppose 
that (X , Y, E) is a reflexivity triple and M. is a subspace of X . A subspace S  of M  
is E-reflexive relative to M. if R e f E (S) D M. — S.  Note tha t (Af j  f E  j  M. 1) 
is a reflexivity triple, and S  is A-reflexive with respect to A/f if and only if S  is 
E  /  M,x-reflexive.
Next suppose that (A, Y , E)  is a normed reflexivity triple and M. is a subspace of 
X.  A subspace S  of M. is E-hyperreflexive relative to M. if there is a smallest number 
K  = K E ( S , M )  such that d y ( x , S ) <KdE( x , S ) for every x  € M..
Finally we recall some of results obtained by D. Hadwin in [22] that we will need 
in the sequel.
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T h eo rem  2 ([22, T h eo rem  2 .6 ]) The following are true fo r  a subspace S  of X  :
1. I f  S  is E-reflexive relative to A i and A i  is E-reflexive relative to Af, then S  is 
E-reflexive relative to Af.
2. I f  S  is E-hyperreflexive relative to A i and A i  is E-hyperreflexive relative to Af, 
and if dist (x,A4) — dy (x,A4) for every x  6 Af, then S  is E-hyperreflexive 
relative to Af, and
K e (S,Af)  < (1 + K e (S , M )) (1 +  K e (Ai ,Af) )  -  1 .
T h eo rem  3 ([22, T h eo rem  2.8]) Suppose that (X , Y , E ) is a normed 
triple, X  is Banach space , and A i and Af are E-hyperreflexive subspaces 
that
1. dy(x,  A i) =dist (x , A i) for every x  € X , and
2. A i + A f is norm closed.
Then A iC \A f is E  -hyperreflexive.
Next we recall the connection between the general version of reflexivity and some 
of the classical versions of reflexivity.
E xam ple 4 Let V  be a vector space over a field F and let X  = C (V ),
E  = [d  ® a  : « 6  V, a  £ , and E  C Y  = C (V )t!. Then fo r  a linear subspace S  of
C(V)  we have RefE(S)  =Refo(S)  , the algebraic reflexivity.
reflexivity 
of X  such
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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E xam ple 5 Let V  and W  be locally convex topological vector spaces and let F be 
either the real or complex field. Let X  =  B (V, W ) , Y  = B (V, W )*  , and 
E  = {v ® a : v £ V, a  £ W * } , where W * is the set o f continuous linear functionals 
on W . Then for a subspace S  of B (V, W ) we have R e f s i S )  = R e f  ( S ) , the classical 
reflexivity.
The next lemma points out the traditional way of viewing reflexivity.
L em m a 6  ([22, L em m a 6 .1 ]) Suppose that (X , Y , E ) is as in the preceding exam­
ple, S  is a linear subspace of B (V, W ) ,  and T  € B  (V, W ) . The following are equiva­
lent:
1. T  e  R e f  {S),
2. T  (v) £ (S v ) fo r every v £ V,
3. A T B  = 0 for each A e B{ W)  and B  £ B  (V ) such that A S B  =  {0} ,
4- PTQ  =  0 for each P  £ B (W) and Q £ B ( V ) such that P  — P 2, Q = Q2, and 
P SQ  =  {0}.
Moreover, i f  V  — W  and S  is a unital subalgebra of B  ( V ) , then R e f (S) =  
AlgLat ( S ) .
E xam ple 7 Suppose Tt is a Hilbert space. Let X  =  B {Tt) , Y  =  B {Tt)* , and let E  
be the set o f functionals on X  that are bounded limit of rank-one tensors. Then for 
a subspace S  of B{Tt) we have Re f s {S)  = Appr R e f  { S ) , so E-reflexivity coincides
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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with approximate reflexivity. Moreover, D. Hadwin [20] proved that if  A  is a unital 
subalgebra of B  (H) and T  € B (hi) , then
d-E ( T t A )  — da {T , A ) ,
so E-hyperreflexivity coincides with approximate hyperreflexivity and K e  (A) = K„ (.4) 
When the Hilbert spaces are replaced with Banach spaces, we will modify D. Hadwin’s 
definition of E  in a way that doesn’t change the Hilbert-space results.
Lem m a 8 ([22, Lemma 7.1]) Suppose that (X , Y , E ) is as in the preceding exam­
ple, S  is a linear subspace of B {hi), and T  € B (hi) . The following are equivalent:
1. T  € Appr R e f  ( S ) ,
2. UAaPPaII — > 0 for all bounded nets {.4a} in B (hi) and {B\}  in B (hi) such
that ||4La/S'jBa|| — * 0 fo r  every S  € S ,
3. \\P\TQx\\ — > 0 for all nets {Pa} of idempotents in B (hi) and {Qx\  of idem-
potents in B(hi) such that l i m A |) P a | |  =  lim A  | |Q a | |  — 1) and | |P a 5 Q a | |  — > 0  for
every S  € S .
We refer the reader to [22] for more details and examples.
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CHAPTER 3 
A FEW RESULTS IN THE GENERAL SETTING
In this chapter we obtain a few results in the general setting. These results will be 
used in next chapters to derive a few results, some known and some unknown, in the 
classical versions of reflexivity. Theorems 12 and 15 are of more importance. These 
two theorems, basically, provide tools to reduce the problem of E-reflexivity (or E- 
hyperreflexivity) of a  subspace of X  to a smaller subspace of X .  We also introduce a 
general version of approximate E-reflexivity.
Throughout this Chapter, (X , Y, E ) will be a reflexivity triple or a normed reflex­
ivity triple. If S  is a subspace of X ,  by saying that S  is closed in X  it is meant that 
S  is a (X , F)-closed.
The following simple lemma will be used frequently without reference.
L em m a 9 Suppose (X , Y, E ) is a reflexivity triple. Then the following are true:
1. For every S  C X , the subspace R e f E{S) is E-reflexive.
2. I f  S C  T , then R e f E{S) C R e f E(T).
3. I f  {5\}AgA is a collection of E-reflexive subspaces 
reflexive.
Suppose T  is a subspace of X  for which T L C E. Then it follows that:
R e f E(F)  = ( f i d £ ) i  =  ( F ±) ± = T.
12
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Therefore if X  is closed, then it is S-reflexive. The next proposition states a gener­
alization of this.
P ro p o sitio n  10 Suppose X  and S  are subspaces (not necessarily closed) of X  such 
that X L C E. Then S  +  X  is E-reflexive whenever S  +  X  is closed in X  . In partic­
ular, any closed subspace T  containing X  is E-reflexive.
P roo f, Since X  C S  4- X  we have (S  +  X )x  C X L C E. Therefore
R e f E(S + X)  = ((S  +  X ) x  n E )  = S T X  = S  + X.
m
A hyperreflexivity version of the preceding proposition can be proved for normed 
reflexivity triples as well.
P ro p o sitio n  11 Suppose ( X , Y , E)  is a normed reflexivity triple, S  and X  are sub­
spaces (not necessary closed) of X  such that X x  C E. Then
1. S  + X  is E-hyperreflexive when S  + X  is closed. In particular, any closed linear 
subspace S  of X  containing X  is E-hyperreflexive with K E (S) = 1.
2. I f  S  is closed, then, S  is E-hyperreflexive i f  and only i f  there is a constant K  
such that dy{e,S)  <KdE(e,S),  for every e G X.
Proof. (1) Since (<S -f X )X C X x C E, it follows that
dY {x,S + X)  = sup j | / (®) |  : / €  (<S +  J27)'L) ll/ll =  l }
=  sup { | / (x ) |  : f e ( S  + X ) x n  E,  ll/ll -  l}
=  dg (x, S  +  X ) .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The above equality shows that S  +  E  is E-hyperreflexive with the constant of 
E-hyperreflexivity equal to 1.
(2) Suppose tha t dY (e, S)  < K dE(e, S)  for every e € E . Then for every e € E  and 
s € S  we have:
dy (e +  s , S )  = dY(e ,S ) < K dE(e ,S ) = K d E(e +  s ,S) .
Since the seminorms dY (-,«S) and dE (-,<S) are norm continuous, we conclude that 
dY (x ,S)  < K dE (x ,S)  for every x  € S  +  E . Thus <S is E-hyperreflexive in <S +  E . 
However, by part (1), S  + E  is E-hyperreflexive in X.  Hence S  is E-hyperreflexive in 
X , b y 2 . ■
The existence of a subspace E  of X  as in the previous proposition makes it 
much easier to work with E-reflexivity. Suppose th a t E  is a closed subspace of 
X  such that E  L C E, and let S  be a closed E-reflexive subspace of X.  Then, since
R e f E (S n E) C <S and R e f E (S ( l E ) c E ,  it follows tha t Re f E (S fl E) =  S  fl E. In
other words the E-reflexivity of S  implies the E-reflexivity of S  fl E . It turns out 
that with some extra assumptions the converse is also true. The next theorem says 
more.
Theorem  12 Suppose E , S , and E  -f- S  are closed subspaces of X  and E x +  E  =  E. 
Then the following are true whenever the natural mapping rj : — > gEf- defined
by t j ( s  + e + S ) =e +  S  fl E , for every s G S  and e € E , is continuous.
1. R e f E(S  n  E ) = R ef E(S) n  E,
2. R e f E(S) = S + R e f E(S n  E),
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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3. S  is E-reflexive i f  and only i f  S  F\E  is E-reflexive.
P roo f. (1) It is clear that Re f E(S D E )  C R e f E(S)  fl E . Thus we just need to 
show the other inclusion, R e f E(S ) fl E  CR e f E(S fl J7). If this is not true, then
3.x £ (R e f E(S) fl E) \ R e f E(S  fl E)  and 3 € E  such that
<p(x) =  1 and p> (T) =  0, VT £ S  fl E  
Let g : S  fl E  — > be the quotient map and define
^ ' ~s7\ e  — ' c  by +  s  n  ^  =<^ e) ’ Ve e  j r -
Note that tp' is well-defined and continuous, because
ker(^) =  ker(<£>) H- S  fl E  = ker(<p)
is a closed subspace. Define if : S  + E  — > C by
if(s +  e) =  Ve € E  and Vs £ S.
It is clear that if is well-defined. It is easy to check that
if =  ip' o rj o g and ker(^) =  <S+ ker(95).
This implies tha t if is continuous whenever 77 is continuous. Therefore if € Y.  In 
fact, since if — 9? annihilates E.  we have
if = (if — tp) +ip e  E 1  + E  C. E.
The fact that if(x) = <p(x) = 1 and if £ E  annihilates S , violates the assumption 
that x  £ R e f E(S).  This completes the proof of the first statement.
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(2) The inclusion S + R e f E(S  fl R)  CR e f E{S) is clear. On the other hand suppose 
z € R e f E(S) C R  + S.  Thus z =  s +  e for some s £ S  and e £ R.  By part (1), it 
follows that
z - s — e £  R e f E{S) fl R  = R e f E(S  fl R).
Therefore z € S + R e f E(S fl R).
(3) If S  is E-reflexive, then clearly, by part (1), S  D R  is E-reflexive and if S  fl R  
is E-reflexive, then clearly by (2) S  is E-reflexive. ■
Remark 13 1. Note that the map q in Theorem 12 is continuous when S  is finite­
dimensional. Moreover, i f  all spaces are Banach spaces, then q is continuous. 
To see this suppose en. e, e! £ R  and
en + S  — > e + S , en + S  D R  — ► d  -f- S  n  R .
By the closed-graph theorem, q is continuous i f  one can show that e+S  D R  = e '+  
S  O R , or equivalently e — e' G S . Since cn+ S  fi R  — > e '+ S  fl R , it is apparent 
that en +  S  — ► e' + S . Therefore e +  S  =e ' -f S  which implies that e — e' £ S .
2. It can be easily shown that the statements (1) and (2) in Theorem 12 are equiv­
alent without the continuity condition on the map q.
In the next chapters we will see several applications of Theorem 12. One can also 
prove an E-hyperreflexive analogous of Theorem 12. For the case tha t X  is a Banach 
space, we find an estimate for the norm of the map q defined in Theorem 12 in terms 
of the norm of another map whose norm is easier to compute in a lot of the cases.
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This estimate will be used to find an estimate on the constant of FJ-hyperreflexivity 
of subspaces.
L em m a 14 Suppose X  is a Banach space and X , S , and X  +  S  are closed subspaces 
of X . Let r): (md p  - he the natural maps defined by
rj (s +  e +  *S) =e +  5 f l J  and fi(s +  e + X ) =s +  *S D X
for every s G <S and e e  X . Then M l < i  +  M  ■
Proof. We need to show that
dist (e, S  fl X )  <  (1 +  ||/51|) di s t ( e ,S ) Ve € X .
Let e € X . Then there exists asequence {,sn} in S  such tha t dist (e, S ) — lim ||e — s„| | .
For every n  > 1, there exists a yn € <SnX  such that dist (sn, S  n  X)  = ||s„ — yn|| — K
Hence for every n > 1 we have:
dist (e,S) > dist (sn, X)  =  ||sn + F\\ > \\fi{sn +  -F)||
~  ||/3|| T  Ll .F|| =  (sn, S  fl X)
=  p i  ii». -  m i  -  ^ p | .
Therefore we have
dist (e, S  fl X )  <  jje — yn\\ < ||e — sn|| +  ||sn — y„||
<  | | e  — s n | |  +  | | d l |  ^ | | e  — 5 n | |  +  ~ ^  •
By letting n — > oo we get what we desired. ■
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Theorem  15 Suppose X  is a Banach space and (X , Y , E ) is a normed reflexivity 
triple. Suppose also that E , S , and S  +  E  are closed subspaces of X  such that E 1 +  
E  =  E . Then S  is E-hyperreflexive i f  and only i f  S  fl T  is E-hyperreflexive.
Proof. First suppose that <S is E-hyperreflexive in X . Since E L C E, we have
dY {x,E)  — dE (x,E)  = dist (x,E),  Vx € X.
Therefore by [22, Theorem 2.8] we can conclude that <S fl E  is E-hyperreflexive.
To prove the other direction, suppose S  fl E  is E-hyperreflexive. If E  — <S fl E,  
then E d  S,  hence S  is E-hyperreflexive by Proposition 11. Thus we can assume 
that E  fl S  C\ E.  We first show that S  is E-hyperreflexive relative to S  + E.  To 
do this, suppose tha t z  =  Si +  ex € S  + E,  where .sy € S  and ex € E  and let
K  >  K e  (*S n  -E). If dY (z ,S)  = 0, then d E (z ,S)  fl ldY (z , S ) for every number I.
Assume that dy  (z, S)  fl 0. Hence d y  (ex, S  fl E )  f l  0  and we have
dY (ei, S  HE)  < K d E (ei, S  fl E ) .
Therefore there exists a function f  — f ei G (E D E ) X fl E such that
||/j| =  1 anddy  (ei , 5 n E )  < K \ f ( e x)\.
Let 7  : S  + E  — be the quotient map and define the maps rj : 
and /  : ^  — ♦ C by:
r)(s + e + S ) =  e + SC\ E ,  Vs € S,  Me G E,
f ( e  + S n E )  = /(e),  V e e E
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Note tha t both maps are well-defined and linear. The map g is continuous by Remark 
1, and /  is continuous because
k e v ( f j  = S n E +  ker ( / )  =  ker ( /)
is a closed subspace. Therefore the map g : S  + T  — >C defined by g(s + e) = /(e ), 
for every e <E X,  is continuous (because g = f  o 77 o 7 ). In fact g €  iSx , g\r = f  \r  and
M  < ||7|| N l  IItII < ll/ ll  IMI < IMI -
Therefore
g = ( g - f )  + f e X ± + E  = E.
Hence ^  € <SJ~ D E  and we have:
M ei)ldE{z -,S) — dE (si +  ex,S) — dE (e i,S)  >
1 J ( ei)l >  dY {eY S f \ X )  dY (eu S )




dY (z , S) < K  ||?7j| dE ( z , S ) , \/z € <S +  T.
Therefore S  is E  - hyper reflexi ve in S  +  T.
Finally, since by Proposition 11 <5 +  X  is F-hyperrefiexive in X  with the constant 
of E-hyperreflexivity equal to 1, by [22, Theorem 2.6] S  is E-hyperreflexi ve in X  and
K e (S) < (K  |MI + 1) (1 +  1) -  1 =  2K  HI +  1.
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Since, in the proof of Theorem 15, the number K  > K E (S  D E)  was arbitrary, we 
obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 16 Under the assumptions of Theorem 15
K e (S) <  2K e (S  n E ) |M  +  1 <  2 (1 +  ||/?||) K E ( 5 f lT )  +  1, 
where (5 and rj are the maps defined in Lemma I f.
We next consider a general notion of approximate reflexivity. Suppose (X , Y, E) 
is a reflexivity triple, and let E  denote the a (Y, X)-closure of E. Then (X, Y, E) is 
also a reflexivity triple. We define approximate E-reflexivity to be Y-refiexivity, and 
we define
Appr R e f E (5) =  R e f E (5).
Suppose E  C X  is a linear subspace such that T 1' + E  = E. Then the results of this 
chapter apply to approximate reflexivity. In particular, if S  +  T  is o  (X, Y)-closed, 
then Appr Re f E (S) = S+ApprRe fE{S D E).  In some cases, we can further describe 
ApprRefE(S fl E).
Theorem  IT Suppose that (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple, E  is a closed subspace of 
X, S  is a sub space of E , Eq C E  is closed under scalar multiplication, and EQ +  E 1 =
E. Then R e f E{S) —R e f Eo(S ) fl E.
Proof. Since S 1 fl E 0 C 5 1  D E,  it follows tha t R e f E(S) C R e f Eo(S) fl E.  If the 
reverse inclusion is not valid, then there are
x  € R e f Eo( S ) D E \ R e f E{S) and p  € E  such that <p\s =  0 and <p(x) — 1 .
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The equality Eq + T 1- =  E  implies that p  =  yj +  rj for some E € E 0 and p € T 1- C <S L. 
Therefore 'if annihilates <S and ip(x) =  92(2;) — 7/ ( 2;) =  1. This contradicts the fact that 
x  £ R e f Eo(S).  ■
Corollary 18 Suppose that (X , Y , E ) is a reflexivity triple, T  is a closed subspace of 
X , E i- X L =  E , and S  is a subspace of X . Then Appr R e f E (S ) =  T  n  Re f E(S).
This last corollary shows how we can sometimes relate approximate E-reflexivity 
with E-reflexivity.
Corollary 19 Suppose that (X , Y, E) is a reflexivity triple, T  is a closed subspace of 
X , E  +  J-1- — E , and S  is a subspace of X  such that S  +  T  is closed. Then S  is 
approximately E-reflexive i f  and only i f  E  D R e f E (S C\ X)  = S  C\ T .
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CHAPTER 4
APPLICATIONS TO APPROXIMATE REFLEXIVITY 
AND HYPERREFLEXTVTTY
In this chapter we will apply the results that we obtained in the previous chapter 
to approximate reflexivity and approximate hyperreflexivity. In the Banach space 
setting we slightly modify D. Had win’s definition of approximate reflexivity [22] and 
[20]. This new definition is the same when the Banach space has certain properties, in 
particular when the Banach space is a Hilbert space. The benefit of the modification 
is that we can easily apply the results of the preceding chapter to prove many new 
interesting results. Our main result in this chapter is Theorem 33, which says that 
the image of any C*-algebra under any bounded unital homomorphism into B(W ) is 
approximately reflexive, where W is a Banach space.
Throughout this chapter W  is a Banach space, B(W ), J-q (W ) , K  (W) are, respec­
tively the algebra of all bounded linear operators, finite-rank operators and compact 
operators on W. We define T  (W) to be the norm closure of T q (W). Recall that when 
x  G W and a  : W  — >C is a linear functional, the rank-one tensor x® a  : B (W) — ► C 
is the map that is defined by (x 0  a) (T ) — a {T (x)) for every T  £ B (W).
If in the reflexivity triple (X ,Y ,E ) , we let X  = B ( W ) , Y  = B (W )# (normed 
dual), and E = { x < 3 a : x e W , a e  W#}™eafe q  y. Then we define Appr R e f  (S) =  
R e fE (S ). Note that our definition of Appr R e f  (S ) differs slightly from that in [22]
22
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and [20], where E  is defined to be the weak*-limits of bounded nets of rank-one 
tensors. The advantage of our definition is because of the alternative characterization 
given in Lemma 23.
Let V  be a vector space over a field F, and suppose S  is a linear space of lin­
ear transformations on V. A  linear map <p : S  —* F is said to be completely rank- 
nonincreasing if
rank (jp (S i j )) < rank ( (S i j ) ) , Vn > 1 and V (Sij)  € M n (*S).
Please see [23], [31] and [25] for some results about completely rank-nonincreasing 
maps.
The following lemma is due to Larson [34].
Lem m a 20 Let 71 be a finite dimensional subspace of C(V)  with 1Z D (V) =  {0} . 
Then if W\ and are linear subspaces of V  of finite codimension, there exists a 
vector x  G W\ which is separating for 7Z such that 7Z (x) C IV 2 -
By using Lemma 20, D. Larson showed in [34] tha t if S  is a finite dimensional 
subspace of C (V '), then S  is algebraic reflexive if and only if S  n  !Fq ( V) is algebraic 
reflexive.
Corollary 21 Suppose <p : C iy )  — > F is completely rank nonincreasing. Then for 
every finite subset S  of C(V),  </?|s can be represented by a rank-one tensor.
Proof. Suppose that S  is a finite subset of C(V).  We will show that tp restricted 
to the linear subspace generated by S  is a rank-one tensor. Thus we can assume that
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S  is a  finite-dimensional vector space. The subspaces <S can be written as S  = S p + T ,  
where Sp = S n P 0 (V)  and SpC \T = {0} . Hence there exists a finite rank idempotent 
P  £ C(V)  such that P S P  = S  for every S  £ S F. Since S F C PC (V ) P  ~  M n (F) for 
some n, by using the fact (see [25]) tha t every completely rank-nonincreasing map on 
M.n (F) can be represented as a rank-one tensor, it follows that (p\sF = x i ® a  for some 
Xi £ ran (P) and some linear map a  on ran  (P ) . Let W\  =  Wi  be the (algebraic) 
complement of the linear subspace generated by S  (* i) . Then by Lemma 20, there 
exists a  vector .x2 6 W\  which is a separating vector for T  and T  (x2) C W\.  Since 
x  =  X] +  X‘2 is also a separating vector for T  and <S (x) r i T  (x ) — {0} , we can extend 
the map a  linearly to S  (x) by defining a (Tx)  =  <p (T ) for every T  £ T.  Therefore 
— x  ® a  is a rank-one tensor. ■
Note that if in Lemma 21, the map ip is defined on B  (W) and is continuous, then 
the map a  can be extended to W  continuously.
Corollary 22 Let <p : C (V) — > F be linear map. The following are equivalent:
1 . ip is completely rank-nonincreasing,
2 . ip is a limit of rank-one tensors.
Proof. Suppose ip is a completely rank-nonincreasing. Let
A =  (A : A is finite linearly independent subset oi C{V)}  .
For each A £ A, let F\ be the linear space generated by A. By Corollary 21, p\px = 
X\ ® ax, for some x \  £ V  and a linear map ot\ defined on V. It is clear that ip (T ) =
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liiriA (x \ ® cka) ( T ) , for every T  £ C ( V ) . The other direction is easy, since every 
rank-one tensor is completely rank-nonincreasing. ■
A Banach space W is said to be a  Glimm space if, for each <j> £ B { W f 1 that 
annihilates fC (W) there is a bounded net {tcA} converging weakly to 0 in W and a 
bounded net {oja} converging weak* to 0 in W # such tha t 4> (T ) =  limA (x \ 0  a A) T  
for every T  £ B  (VV). In [21], D. Hadwin showed that if W  is c0, a Hilbert space, 
l p (1 < p < oo ), or the set of trace-class operators on a Hilbert space, then VV is a 
Glimm space. See [21] for a characterization of Glimm spaces.
L em m a 23 Suppose W  is a Banach space and (p £ B  (W )# . The following are 
equivalent:
1 . q> is a weak* limit of rank-one tensors,
2 . p  is completely rank-nonincreasing.
Moreover, i f  W is a Glimm space and T  (W) =  /C (VV), then every completely 
rank-nonincreasing map <f> £ B  (W )^ is a weak* limit of bounded rank-one tensors.
Proof. (1) and (2) are equivalent by the preceding corollary.
Suppose T  (W) =  K, (W) and 0  is completely rank-nonincreasing. In [23] we 
proved that 0\;fo(W) =  x 0  a,  for some x £ W and a  £ W f  It is easy to show that a  
can be chosen to be continuous and ||a;|| =  ]|ct[] <  \ / ||^ ||.  Since <b — (x 0  a) annihilates 
To (VV), then f  — (x 0  a) annihilates To (W) =  JC (W ). Therefore there is a bounded 
net {ij\} converging weakly to 0 in W and a bounded net {/3A} converging weak*
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to 0 in W *  such that (0 — x  0 a )  (T) =  limA (yx ® (3X) T  for every T  € B  (W ). Let 
x \  =  x  +  yx and a x =  a  +  j3x. Then for every T  € B (W) we have
(xA ® olx) T  =  (t/a ® /3a) T  +  (x ® a) T  +  (yx ® a ) T  +  (x <§> a A)T.
Since «a converges to 0 in weak* topology, then (x ® a x) T  — > 0, and since yx 
converges weakly to 0, then (yx ® a ) T  — a  (T  (yx)) =  T * a  (y \ ) — > 0. Therefore, 
from above, we have
lim (x\  <8> « a )  T  =  (0 — x  <g> a) (T) +  (x <g> a) T  — tp (T ) .
Exam ple 24 Suppose W  is a reflexive Banach space for which (W) fl K. (VV) . 
ITe will show that not every completely rank-nonincreasing map p  G B (W )# is a 
bounded limit o f rank-one tensors. Let Ta <E 1C (VV) \tFo (VV) and take p  € B (VV)# 
such that <p (T0) =  1 and tp\y^vvj =  0. We claim that tp is not a bounded limit of 
rank-one tensors. On the contrary, assume that there exist bounded nets {x'A} and 
{cka} such that <p (T) =  limA (xx ® « a )  T. Since W is reflexive and {xA} is bounded, by 
taking a subnet o f {x a }  i f  necessary, we can assume that x x converges to an x weakly 
and a \  converges to an a  in weak* topology. Thus for every operator T  £ /C (W), 
j |r  (mA) - T ( x ) | |  — > 0, hence a \ ( T ( x x)) — > a ( T ( x ) ) .  In other words p\k(w) = 
x ®  a. But since y?|jF0(W) =  0> we 9 et that x  <g> = 0, and therefore, x  ® a — 0.
This contradicts the fact that ip (T0) = 1.
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Corollary 25 I f  (X, Y, E ) is a reflexivity triple in which X  =  B (W ) , Y  — B (W)# 
(normed dual), and E  =  [x  <g> a  : x  <E VV, a  € VV# } C Y, and if  Q is a norm- 
closed linear subspace o f B  (W) such that !F (W) C Q, then Q1  +  E  =  E.
By combining this corollary, Theorem 12, and Theorem 15, we obtain the following 
theorem. Note that the following theorem applies when Q =  T  (W) or Q =  /C (VV). 
When W  is a  Hilbert space and Q =  K, (VV), parts (1) and (2) were obtained by D. 
Hadwin [22, Proposion 7.6], [20, Corollary 6], and [20, Proposition 16], who used 
much more complicated techniques.
T h eo rem  26 Suppose Q is a norm-closed subspace of B  (VV) such that T  (VV) C Q. 
Suppose also that S  C B  (W) is a norm-closed linear space such that S  +  Q is norm 
closed. Then
1 . S  + Q is approximately hyperreflexive;
2. Appr R e f  (S  fl Q) =  Appr R e f  (S) Pi Q;
3. Appr R e f  (*S) =  S  -f Appr R e f (S  C\Q);
4 - S  is approximately reflexive i f  and only if  S  fl Q is;
5. S  is approximately hyperreflexive if and only 'if S  H Q is. In  particular, if  
S n Q  =0, then S  is hyperreflexive.
The main theorem of D. Hadwin in [20, Theorem 13] says that every unital C*- 
algebra A  of B (Tt) is approximately hyperreflexive. We prove D. Hadwin\s theorem
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with an elementary method. Note also that, unlike Hadwin’s theorem, A  does not 
have to be unital in our theorem.
Theorem  27 I f  A  is a C*-algebra of B ( f t ) , then A  is approximately hyperreflexive.
P ro o f. Since A  +  /C (ft)  is closed in B ( f t ) , by Theorem 26, it is enough to show 
that A D  tC (ft)  is approximately hyperreflexive. Since A n J C  (ft) is a C*-subalgebra 
of K. ( f t ) , then A n  tC (ft)  — fcfai)  where KAfHf) is the space of compact oper­
ators on some Hilbert space f t i . It is well-known that £>(7^) is a hyperreflexive 
subalgebra of B (ft).  Hence (]C f BifHff) fl/C (ft) = J f f  R-(R-i) is approximately hy­
perreflexive by Theorem 26. ■
Lem m a 28 1. I f  S  is a reflexive subspace of B(W) and A, FJ £ B(W),  then the
space T  = {T  £ B(W)  : A T B  £ S }  is also reflexive.
2. I f  A \ and B \  are bounded nets in B(W),  then the space
M = ( T £  B(W)  : \\AXT B X\\ — > 0}
is approximately reflexive.
P roof. 1. Suppose W  ^ T . Then A W B  f  S  and therefore there are operators 
C  and I) such that C S V  =  {0} and C A W B D  ±  0. Thus (CA)T(BD)  = {0} and 
(CA)W(BD)  fl  0 which implies that W  £ R e f  ( T ) . Therefore R e f  (T) = T.
2. This is clear. Suppose that S  £ R e f ( M ) .  Since \\A\TBx\\ — > 0 for every 
T  £ M ,  and S  £ R e f ( M ), by definition we have that \\AXSB\\\ — > O.Thus S  £ M .
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Recall that an abstract C*-algebra B is called elementary if B  is ^-isomorphic to 
the C*-algebra K. ('H ) of all compact operators on some Hilbert space H. To prove 
one of our main results, Theorem 33, we need to show that if A  is a C*-algebra, and 
7r : A  — > 1C (W) is a bounded unital homomorphism, then A  is ^-isomorphic to a 
C*-direct sum of elementary C*-algebras. Recall that for a C*-algebra B, a sequence 
{6ra}n>1 C B is called an approximate identity if |j6 — bbnj| — ► 0 and ||6 — bnb\\ — > 0 
for every b € B. It is known that every C*-algebra has an approximate identity {bn} 
with 0 <  bn < 1 for every n.
L em m a 29 I f  A  is a C*-algebra that has an approximate identity {Q„} consisting 
of projections, then A  has an approximate identity consisting of a nondecreasing se­
quence of projections.
Proof. Let {aq, x2, • - •} be a dense subset of A. Suppose P  is a projection in A  
and m  is a positive integer. We will show that there is a projection Q in A  with 
P  < Q and \\Qxk — Xk\ \  < ^  for 1  <  k < m. Let g : K — > [ 0 , 1 ]  be continuous so that 
S|(—00,1/3] =  0 and p |[2/3,00) =  1- Let Tn =  P  +  (1 -  P) Qn (1 -  P ) . Since Q nP  — > P
and PQ n - —> P, it follows that \\Tn — Qn\\ 
( \  (1 0
0 0
, then Tn has the form Tn
0. If we view P  as an operator matrix 
\  /  \
1 0
0 CL
, and g (Tn)
1 0
0  g{Cn)
Since ||Tn — Qnj| — > 0, we know \\Tn — Tj\\ — > 0, so if en is the smallest number so
that a (Tn) C [—en, en] u [ l  -- en, 1 +  en\ , we know from the spectral mapping theorem
/  \
1 0that en — > 0. Hence, eventually P  < g (Tn) =  is a projection in
 ^ 0 g (Cn) j
A  and ||Tn — g (Tn)\\ — > 0. Hence \\Qn — g(Tn)\\ — > 0, which makes {g (Tn)} an
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approximate identity. Thus we can take Q — g (Tn) for n sufficiently large.
Using the result in the preceding paragraph, we can inductively choose a sequence 
{Pn} of projections so that, for every m  > 1, we have Prn < Pm+i and ||PmXk ~  f^c|| <  
— for 1 <  k < m. m771 — —
L em m a 30 Suppose 0 <  e < 1, {Qi, ■ ■ ■ ,Qk} is an orthogonal family o f projections
k k
in a C*-algehra A , S  — <*jQj, P  — PjQp where b, = 1 i f  |1 — cqj <  y/e and
j =i j =i
Pi = 0 if  |1 — c q | > y/e. Then P  is a projection and, for every X  G A, we have 
W ( l - P ) X \ \ < ± \ \ ( l - S ) X \ \ .
k
P roo f. Let D — CjQj where e, =  if 11 — ct j | > yfe and Cj =  0 if 11 — a3 1 <
3 = 1
yfe. Then ||L>|| < and D (1 -  S) =  1 -  P. Thus ||(1 -  P ) X || = \\D (1 -  S) X\\ <
^ 5 1 1 ( 1  -  3) X \ \ . •
C oro llary  31 I f  A  is a C*-algebra that has an approximate identity consisting of 
Hermitian elements with finite spectrum, then A  has an approximate identity consist­
ing of a nondecreasing sequence of projections.
The following theorem is a key tool in proving our main theorem in this chapter.
T h eo rem  32 Let A  be a separable C*-algebra such that 0 is the only limit point of 
the spectrum of every Hermitian element in A . Then A  is *-isomorphic to a direct 
sum of elementary C*-algebras.
Proof. First note that if a = a* € A , then either the a (a) is finite or a (a) — 
{Ai, A2 , ...}  with An — > 0, and by the spectral theorem there is an orthogonal se­
quence {e>k} of projections in A  such that a = ^kek- By considering partial
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sums, we see tha t every Hermitian element of A  can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by Hermitian operators with finite spectrum. Since A  must have an approx­
imate unit, there must be an approximate unit consisting of Hermitians with finite 
spectrum, and, by the previous Corollary, there is a nondecreasing sequence {Pn} of 
projections tha t forms an approximate unit for A.
It follows from the hypothesis that if a =  a* & A , and a (a) is not contained in 
{0,1} , then there is a continuous function /  : K — >R such tha t /  (0) =  0 =  /  (1) 
and /  (a) is a projection. We call a projection e 6  A  minimal if e A  0 and if the 
only subprojections of e in A  are 0 and e. It is now easily shown that e.Ae =  Ce 
whenever e is a  minimal projection in A. It is also clear that every projection in A  is 
a sum of orthogonal minimal projections in A. Since {Pi,  Pi — Pi, P3 — P2, ...}  is an 
orthogonal family of projections, there exists an orthogonal family £ = {/„ : n > 1}
nk
of minimal projections in A  and {nk} C N, n\ < ni  < • • - , such tha t Pk =  ^  f i .
1 = 1
Note that £  is maximal in a sense that there is no minimal projection in A  that 
is orthogonal to every element in £, since such a projection would necessarily be 
orthogonal to each projection Pn in the approximate identity. Define a relation ~  on 
£ by saying tha t e ~  /  if and only if e A f  A  0. It can be easily shown that ~  is an 
equivalence relation. For each e € £  let e =  { /  € £  : e ~  /}  and let £ — {ei, e2, • • • } 
be the set of all of these equivalence classes where en is fixed from now on, and it is 
assumed that et A  ej for i A 3-
Suppose that e, /  6 A  are minimal projections such that e A f  A 0. Choose Vej  G 
e A f  such that jjV^ 5/ |j2 =  | |^ , / K j | |  =  Since 0 < Vej V f f  € eAe —Ce, we know 
Vej V f j  = e. Similarly, Vf jVej  = f. We show that e A f  = C Vej .  Since Vej  is a partial
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isometry with initial projection /  and final projection e, we know Vej  — eVej  and 
/  =  V*jeVej-  Now if T  £ A , since eAe  =  Ce we have:
e T f  = eTV*f eVeJ = {eTV*f e) VeJ = aeVeJ = aVeJ for some a- € C.
Hence we have
e A f  —CVej .
For every n  and for every /  £ en let VCnj  £ A  be as in the previous paragraph and 
define V/,e„ =  V*nJ . Moreover, for every f ,g  £ en, define Vf%g =  F/,e„14n,s- It follows, 
for every / ,  g, h, k £ en that
I Vfk if g = h
Vf,9VKk =
^ 0 i i g ^ h .
Thus {V/)S : f , g  £ en} is a system of matrix units and generates a C*-algebra A n that 
is isomorphic to the algebra of compact operators on a Hilbert space of dimen­
sion Card (en). Since sums of elements of £  are an approximate identity for A, 
and e A f  =CVej  for every e, /  £ £, it follows that A  is the norm closed span of 
{Vej  : e, /  are in some en} , which shows tha t A  is ^-isomorphic to A n- ■
n>l
D. Hadwin proved in [17] that every C*-algebra of operators on a Hilbert space 
H  is approximately reflexive. If Kadison’s similarity problem (Is every bounded ho­
momorphism from a C*-algebra into B (H) similar to a ^-homomorphism?) has an 
affirmative answer, then every bounded unital homomorphism from a C*-algebra into 
B (H) would have an approximately reflexive range. We prove more. Note that D. 
Hadwin and M. Orhon [24] proved the following theorem (in a much more complicated 
way) in the case where the C*-algebra A  is commutative.
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T h eo rem  33 Suppose that A  is a unital C*-algebra, W  is a Banach space, and 
tv : A  — * B(W) is a bounded unital homomorphism. Then tv(A)  is approximately 
reflexive in B(W).
P ro o f. Let T  =Zo(W ) be the closure of finite rank operators in B  (W) and let 
v : B(W)  — ► be the quotient map. Then v  o n : A  — > is a boimded
unital homomorphism, hence v o tv (A) =tv{A) +  F  is closed. Therefore to show that 
tv (A) is approximately reflexive, by Theorem 12, it suffices to show that tv (A) fl A  is 
approximately reflexive. Note that 7r-1 {tv {A) fl T )  — J  is a closed ideal (and so a 
*-ideal), and rv{J) =tv (.4) fl F . Thus without loss of generality we can assume that 
tv : A  — T  is one-to-one (or even an isometry). Hence, we can assume that tv maps 
A  into JF(W) and is an isometry. The fact that 0 is the only limit point of a (T ) 
for every T  E F(YV), implies that 0 is the only limit point of a (a) for every a E A.  
Therefore, by the Theorem 32, A  = ^C ^j) where K{Hi) is the space of compact
operators on some Hilbert space Hi- Next, suppose that {cij:}k>1 is an orthonormal
n
basis for 'Ht and define the projection P^n E /C(7Tt) by Pi<n = el k ® e, k. It is clear
fc=l
that \\PitnAPiin — A\\ — > 0 for every A  G ICfldfl as n — > oo. Let
A =  {(F , n) : F  is finite subset of Z, and n > 1}
and make A into an order set by defining that (F, n) < (G, m) if and only if F  C G 
and n < m. For every A =  (F, n) € A define F\ to be the projection in ]T® Kifltfl) 
whose i-th coordinate is 0 if i £ F  and is PltTL if i € F. It can be easily checked that
e
\\P\AP\ — A|| — > 0, for every A E A = ^ K ( n , ) .
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This shows that if T  6 Appr R e f  (n (A)),  then we should also have
IM PaV M P a) -  Til — . 0.
Moreover, 7r(P\) € T  is an idempotent and compact and therefore is a finite rank oper­
ator. Recall that if tp : A ik  (C) — ► A im (C) is a  unital algebra homomorphism, then 
k divides m, A im (C) =  A ik (A im/k (C)) , and <p (Eij) =  TV/, where is the matrix
having 1 in the (/<, j)-position and zero everywhere else and E ^ & A ik  ( A lm/k (€)) is 
the matrix having the identity matrix Irn/k € A im/k (C) in the (7 , j)-position and the 
zero matrix 0m/k € Aim/k (C) everywhere else. From this, it follows that
AlgLat (<p {Aik (C))) = p  (A lk (C)).
Thus tp (Aik (C)) is reflexive, hence approximately reflexive. Since i t  : P \A P \ — > 
n (P \)P  (X) t t ( P x )  can be viewed as a  unital map from a finite direct sum of ma­
trix algebras into a matrix algebra, it follows that 7r (P \A P \) is approximately re­
flexive. It is also easy to show that T  G Appr R e f ( i t  (A)) implies n(Px)Tn(P\)  € 
ApprRef('!r(Px)n(A)'K(Px))- Hence we have:
ir(Px)Tn(Px) e  Appr R e f  (tt(PxAPx)) = 7 x(PxA Px) C 7r(M).
Therefore T  € n(A) = n(A)  and so n(A)  is approximately reflexive in B(W).  ■
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CHAPTER 5
A NEW VERSION OF ALGEBRAIC REFLEXIVITY
In this chapter we introduce a version of algebraic reflexivity tha t has many interesting 
properties. Throughout this chapter V  is a vector space over a field F, £(V)  is the 
space of all linear maps on V, T i V )  is the space of all finite rank transformations on 
V, and is the space of all linear maps from V  into the field F. In this chapter, 
we introduce a  new version of algebraic reflexivity and obtain some results related to 
this notion of reflexivity th a t is defined in the next definition.
D efin ition  34 Let ( X , Y , E )  be a reflexivity triple, where X  =  £(V) ,  Y  =  £ { V f ,  
and E  C Y  is the space of all completely rank-nonincreasing linear maps in Y  and 
let Appr R e f ( S )  = Ref i . fS) .  A subspace S  C £(V)  is called approximately alge­
braically reflexive i f  Appr Re fo (<S) =  S .
Corollary 22 of the preceding chapter can be translated into a statement that, 
in view of the definition of Appr R e f s  (S ), justifies the term "approximate algebraic 
reflexivity".
C orollary  35 In the reflexivity triple (V ) , £  (V' f  , E^j, if  E  is the set of all rank- 
one tensors x  ® a  with x  £ V  and a  € \£ , then E  is the set o f completely rank- 
nonincreasing linear functionals on £  (V).
The following is a corollary of Theorem 17.
35
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C oro lla ry  36 For every linear subspace S  C E  (V) we have
Appr Re /„ (S) = R e f0 (S) n E ( V ) .
P roof. Let E  — E  (V ) and let Eq be the set of rank-one tensors in Y  — C{Vfl.  
This implies that Refo (S) = RefE0 ( S ) . Since every linear map in Y  that kills the 
finite rank operators is completely rank nonincreasing, we have Eq +  E L — E.  The 
proof is completed by applying Theorem 17. ■
If (£ (P ), Y, E)  is an approximately algebraic triple and E  — E  ( V ) , then it is obvi­
ous tha t J7± + E  =  E  and that every linear subspace of X  — C (V)  is a  (X , Y)-closed. 
Thus by applying Theorem 12 we have the following result which is an analogue of 
results obtained by D. Larson for algebraic reflexivity (with certain countability of 
dimension restrictions).
T h eo rem  37 Suppose S  is a linear subspace of C ( V ) . Then
1. S  + E  (V ) is approximately algebraically reflexive,
2. A pprRef0 (S  fl E ) — ApprRefo (S) fl E,
3. ApprRefo  (S ) =  S  + ApprRefo (S  n  E),
4. S  is approximately algebraically reflexive if  and only i f  S  C\ E  (V) is.
It was shown in [34] that if S  C B (V) is a finite dimensional subspace, then 
Refo (S) is finite dimensional as well. Since S  C Appr Refo (S) C Refo (S ) , for every 
subspace S  C B  (V ), we can say the same thing for approximate algebraic reflexivity.
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C o ro lla ry  38 Let (C(V) ,Y,E)  be an approximately algebraically reflexive triple and 
let S  be a linear subspace of C (V). Then S  C C{V) is finite-dimensional if  and only 
i f  ApprRefo (5) is finite-dimensional.
It is well-known that if a linear subspace S  of L  (V) has a separating vector, then 
every linear functional on S  can be represented as a rank-one tensor. The following 
lemma is a generalization of this fact.
L em m a 39 Suppose {<Sa : A G A} is an increasingly directed family of linear sub­
spaces o f C (V) such that each S \  has a separating vector, and let S  — UasaS\- Then 
every linear map <p : S  — > F can be represented as limit of rank-one tensors.
Proof. Let fl =  {p : p is a finite subset of >S} and turn fl into a  directed set by 
inclusion. For every p  €  fl, since p  G S \  for some A and since S \  has a separating 
vector, there are x IJb and y,L in V  such that ip (S ) =  ® yt,) (S ) for every S  € p.
Now it is clear that p = lim^ (xM ® y ^ ) . ■
Lemma 39 yields the following corollary.
C o ro lla ry  40 I f  S  is as in Lemma 39 and S  is approximately algebraically reflexive, 
then every linear subspace of S  is approximately algebraically reflexive.
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CHAPTER 6
ASYMPTOTIC REFLEXIVITY
In this chapter we introduce a new version of reflexivity, akin to approximate reflex­
ivity, called Asymptotic Reflexivity. This version of reflexivity cannot be described 
in terms of a reflexivity triple. We first recall some of the definitions and facts in 
the classical cases and then introduce our new version of reflexivity. Throughout this 
chapter H  will be a Hilbert space over the space of complex numbers C. If a: and y 
are two vectors in H , we let {x, y) denote the inner product of x  and y.
 S OT
Recall that an operator T  G B (Tt) is called reflexive if AlgLat (T) ~V{T)  ,
where -SOT stands for the closure in the strong operator topology and 'P(T) is the 
algebra generated by T  and the identity /  G B (H). It can be shown that an algebra 
A  is a reflexive if and only if A* =  {T* : T  G A }  is reflexive and this is true if and 
only if S " 1 A S  is reflexive for every invertible operator S  € B ( H ) . We will need the 
following two theorems.
T heo rem  41 [12] I f  T  G A4nXn(C), then T  is reflexive i f  and only i f  for every 
eigenvalue A ofT,  (i.e. A G u(T) ), the two biggest Jordan blocks o fT  that correspond 
to A differ in size by at most 1. In particular no Jordan matrix (n >  1) is reflexive.
Suppose 1Z is a linear subspace of B (H) and <p : 1Z — > B  (7i )  is a linear map. 
We say that y  is a strong limit of skew-compressions on IZ if there are nets of op-
38
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erators {A\ )  and {B\ }  such tha t <p(R) =  Hitia A XR B X for every S  € 72., where the 
convergence is in strong operator topology.
T h eo rem  42 [26, Theorem 10] Suppose dim (71) =  oo, 1Z is a linear subspace of 
B (71) , and p  : TZ — > B (71) is a linear map. The following are equivalent:
1 . p  is a strong limit o f skew-compressions on 7Z,
2. p\nrr{'H) is a strong limit o f skew-compressions on 'R,C\ T  (71).
To introduce our version of reflexivity, it is more convenient to recall another 
equivalent form of reflexivity, algebraic reflexivity, and approximate reflexivity that 
is more appropriate for this chapter. For f ,g  € H, let /  <g> g : B(7i) — > C be the 
rank-one tensor defined by ( /  <g> g)(T) = (T ( / ) ,  g ) . Then for a subspace S  of B (71) 
we can represent Re f ( S )  in the following equivalent form:
R e f ( S )  = { T  : ( f  <g> g) (T) = 0 whenever ( /  ® g ) \ s  = 0}.
Thus Re f ( S )  can be characterized just in terms of linear functionals. As a simple 
corollary, we get that ker(/ ® g) is reflexive. It can also be deduced that a subspace 
S  C B (71) is reflexive if and only if
3  { / a  ®  g \ } x e A  s u c h  t h a t  S  =  H  k e r ^ A ®  9 x w
A e A
It is clear tha t if dim(?t) < oo, then R e f0 (S) =Ref (S) .  In general we have the 
following inclusions:
5  CRe f 0 (S) CRef(S) .
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For x  £ 74 and a  : 74 — >C a linear map we define the rank-one tensor x  ® a  : 
B(74) — ► C by (x®cx)(T) — a(T(x)).  As in (*), one can show that S  is algebraically 
reflexive if and only if
3 {x\  <g> OaIasa suc^ ^  ~  fl ker(xA <g) ax).
XgA
In other words we can represent algebraically reflexive subspaces in terms of rank-one 
tensors.
The equivalent form of approximate reflexivity for subspaces of B  (74) that is 
more appropriate for our work in this chapter is as follows. Suppose S  C B{H)  is a 
subspace. Then ApprRe f (S ) is the set of all T  G B{7i) such tha t if { e A} and {fx} 
are bounded nets in 74, then the following holds:
(T e x j x ) -» 0 whenever (Sex, fx) —> 0, V5 € S.
Like the previous case, if dim(74) < oo, then Appr Re f ( S ) =Ref (S ) .  In general we 
can say that:
S  c A p p r R e f ( S ) CRef (S) .
Note that, in general, there is no relation (as inclusion) between Appr R e f (S) and 
Refo(S) .
Now we are ready to present our definition of asymptotic reflexivity.
D efin ition  43 Let S  be a subspace (not necessarily closed) o f B  (74) and T  € B  (74). 
We say that T  £ A s y R e f ( S ) if  and only if (ex ® fx) (T) = {Tex, fx) —1- 0 whenever 
{ca} and {fx} are (not necessarily bounded) nets of vectors in'H such that {Sex, fx)
0 for every S  € S . We say that S  is asymptotically reflexive i f  S  —AsyRef (S) .  An
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operator T  £ B(H) is called asymptotically reflexive i f  A s y R e f  (T) =  V  (T ) ,  where 
V  (T ) is the algebra generated by T  and the identity I  £ B  (71).
Note that the only difference between the definitions of Appr Re f { S )  and As yRe f { S ) 
is tha t in the definition of A s y Re f {S ) the condition that the nets must be bounded 
is omitted. This difference actually causes tha t even in finite-dimensional cases we 
won’t generally have the relation Appr R e f  (S ) —Ref (S) .
E xam ple  44 In  the space M 2 (C ), the matrix T  =




is not reflexive (being
a Jordan matrix and using Theorem f l )  but is asymptotically reflexive.
The next example shows that not every subspace of n x n  matrices is asymptotically 
reflexive.




a,b,c £ C > , is
not asymptotically reflexive (hence, by next proposition, it is not reflexive either).
We start with a simple proposition. In the proof we need to use the fact that if 
T  £ BifH) and (x,y) — 0 implies that (T x , y ) =  0, then T  =  a l  for some a £ C 
(Proof: let {ex,e2, ...}  be an orthonormal basis for H.  Then (Te^ef l  =  0 for each 
i f  j. Thus Tem — a mem for every m > 1 and for some a m. Let x  = em — eTO+i and 
y — em +  em+i, then x  is perpendicular to y and therefore we should have (T x , y ) = 0  
which implies that a m =  a m+i).
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P ro p o sitio n  46 Suppose that hi and 1C are Hilbert spaces.
1. I f  S  C B ( f t ) , then A sy R e f (S ) is a subspace of B  (ft) and 
S  CA s y Re f  (S)  CA pprR ef (S) C R e f (S)
2 . I f  {Sa}a(z\ ^  a family of asymptotically reflexive subspaces o f B(ft),  then SQ 
is also asymptotically reflexive.
cxGA
3. I f S c T ,  then A s y R e f  (S) c A s y R e f ( T ) .  Moreover, A s y R e f  (S) is asymptoti­
cally reflexive.
4- A subspace S  is asymptotically reflexive if  and only i f  S* = {S* : S  € S }  is 
asymptotically reflexive, if  and only i f  A S B  is asymptotically reflexive, where A  
and B  are any invertible operators. In  fact i f  A  and B  are invertible operators, 
then
A s y R e f  (S) = A s y R e f  (S *)* =  A  [AsyRef  ( A ^ S B ) ]  B " 1.
5. L e t S  be a subspace of B (ft) and define S  and S  (subspaces of B ( f t ®  ft))
(  \  \  f  (  \
A S
: S  G S  V and Sby S  = < S  =
V u V
: 5 e 5 ,  \ e C
\ °  A/
A s y R e f









< 1 ° X )
: T  G A s y R e f  (S) > ,
: A € C , T e  A s y R e f  (S) }
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This, in particular, implies that the asymptotic reflexivity o f S , S , or S  implies 
asymptotic reflexivity of the other two. Note that S  and S  are algebras and S  
is unital.
6 . Suppose S  C B(7i), and T  C B{K) are subspaces. Then for S  © T , as a sub­
space of B{Tt® JC), we have:
A s y R e f  (S  © T)  =A sy R e f {S)® A s y R e f  {T) .
P roo f. The proofs of the first four statements are easy and left to the reader.
/  \
Tx T2
To prove (5), first suppose tha t T
%  T4
£ A s y R e f  . We show that
all entries of T, except possibly T2, should be zero. If Tx f  0, take x £ H  such 
that T\{x) =  | / ^ 0 .  Let en — (g) and f n =  (g) for n £ N. It is easy to show 
that ( S e \ , f x ) — > 0 for every S  £ S  but {Tex, f \ ) does not converge to zero,
hence we should have Tx — 0. By the same method we can show that T3 and T4
/  \
o r 2
. To show that T2 £ A s y R e f  ( S ) , let e\  and f \  beare zero. Thus T  =
0 0
two nets of vectors for which {Sex, fx) — > 0 for every S  £ S.  It is easily seen that











which implies tha t (T2eA, / A) — > 0. Therefore T2 £ A s y R e f  (S).  The other direction
'or^ I




the proof of (5), suppose th a t T
t 3 t 4
£ A s y R e f  I <S 1 . As before, it can be
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shown that T3 =  0. Let x , y E H  such that (x, y) =  0 and let en = (g) and /„  =  (j>). 
Then (^Sen, =  0 for every S E 5 . Hence we should have (Ten, f n) = 0 which 
implies tha t (Tlx, y) =  0. By the remark preceding to this proposition it follows that 
Ti =  a / .  By the same method T2 =  (31 and it will easily follow that a = (3. The rest 
of the proof is the same as above.
To prove the statement in (6 ), let A
( \
A\ A 2
A 3  A 4
E A s y R e f  (S  © T ) . Suppose
that (Sex, f \ )  0 for every S E S.  Then {(5©T)(eA©0), / a ©0) — > 0 for every S  E S
and T  e T .  Therefore (A(eA©0), (/ a ©0)) — > 0. This implies th a t Ai  E As y Re f  (S ). 
By same method we can conclude that A 4 E A s y R e f  (T). Now fix x E Ti, then for 
every y E H  and every S  and T  we have that {(5©T)(0©x),y©0) =  0. Therefore we 
should have (A(0©x), y©0) =  0 which implies tha t (A2x,y)  =  0 for every y E H  and 
therefore A 2x  =  0. Thus A 2 =  0. The same method applies to show that A 3 — 0. 
Hence A  E A s y R e f  (S) © A s y Re f  (T). The other direction can be done in the manner.
It is clear that every approximately reflexive subspace of B (H) is also asymp­
totically reflexive. As a consequence of this, from Theorem 33, it follows that every 
C*-algebra is asymptotically reflexive. We will show that the same is true for al­
gebraic reflexivity. The following lemma shows tha t algebraic rank-one tensors are 
always pointwise limits of bounded rank-one tensors.
Lem m a 47 Suppose X  is a normed linear space, xq E X  and a  E XK Then there is 
a net {oa} in X * such that
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1. limA cha ( x )  =  a  (x ) for every x  £ X , and
2. lirxiA (x0 <g> ax) (T) = (x0 ® a) (T ) fo r every T  e  B  ( X ) .
P ro p o sitio n  48 Let S  be a subspace o f B(]H). Then
<S c A s y R e f ( S ) C ApprRef0 (S) C R e f0 (S ).
In particular, every algebraic reflexive or approximately algebraically reflexive subspace 
of B (hi), is asymptotically reflexive.
P ro o f. We only need to show that A s yR e f  (S)  C ApprRefo (S ) . Suppose that 
A ApprRefo ( S ) . Thus there exists a completely rank-nonincreasing map p  €
B (H f  such that <p\s  =  0 and p (A) =  1. Thus there is a net {x \ }  in H  and a net
{aa} in TO such that p  (T ) = limA (xx ® ax) (T) for every T  in B ( H ) . It follows from 
Lemma 47 that we can choose each a.\ in TL# = hi. Hence A  f  A s y R e f  (S). m
R em ark  49 In  [34], it was shown by D. Larson that i f  S  is finite-dimensional, then 
Refo(S) is also finite-dimensional; therefore, by Proposition 48, AsyRe f (S)  is also 
finite-dimensional.
The next theorem shows that all operators in B (H) are asymptotically reflexive. 
We first show this for matrices.
Lem m a 50 Every n  x n matrix A is asymptotically reflexive.
P roo f. First assume that A  is an n  x n  Jordan matrix and T  € As y Re f  (P(A)).  
Easily we can show that T  has to be an upper triangular matrix (proof: use the
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fact that Tui  e  V{A){ui) where {ux, is the basis of Cn). The space V{A)  is
/  \
ai a2 •■■ an
consist of all matrices of the form
0 o>± ' '  *
0 0 CLi
. We will show that T
\  ” ” 1 /  
has to be of this form too. For the upper triangular matrix T  =  (Uj), let em^ —
, 0,m, 1,0,* •• , 0 )tp , where m  appears a t.the  z-th position and ” tjj' means
transpose, and let f m =  (m-1 , — 1, m, — m2, (—l)n-1mn_2)tp. One can easily see
that for every S  € V{T)  we have (Serrljt, f rn) — » 0 as m  -—> oo. Therefore we should
have (Tem,, f m) — > 0 as m  — > oo. This results what we desire. For the general case,
/  \  
J i ■ • • 0
by part 4 of Proposition 46, it is left to prove the lemma when A  — ] • •. j
 ^ 0 • Jk j
where are Jordan matrices. Suppose T  6 AsyRef (V(A) ) .  Easily we can
/  \
T i  • • •  0
show that T
0 T,
where % € A s y Re f  =  V(Ji)  and so T A
/\  "  l k
AT.  Now by [18, Theorem 5] we can conclude that T  =  p(A) for some polynomial 
p(x).  This completes the proof.
T h eo rem  51 For every operator T  € t3{TL), the unital algebra V  (T ) generated by T  
is asymptotically reflexive.
P roo f. First suppose that T  is not an algebraic operator. Then by a theorem of 
R. Douglas and C. Foia§ [14] (which was proved in an easier way by D. Hadwin [18]) it 
follows that T  is algebraically reflexive. Hence by Proposition 48, T  is asymptotically
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reflexive. Now suppose that T  is an algebraic operator and S  € A s y R e f  (T).  Then
V  (T ) is finite-dimensional, and for any vector x £ H, S\-p(T)x € A sy R e f (T\-p(T)x) —
V  (T) \v{T)x (by the finite-dimensional case, Lemma 50), so S T x  =  TSx .  Thus S T  = 
TS,  and, by [18, Theorem 5], S' € V  (T ). A second proof of this theorem will be given 
in Remark 56 by using Theorem 54. ■
The next three results give characterizations of an asymptotically reflexive sub­
space in terms of the finite rank operators in that subspace. Here T  (7i) denotes the 
space of all finite rank operators in B ( H ) .
P ro p o sitio n  52 Suppose S  C B(fH) is a subspace. Then A sy R e f (S) C S  -I- T(H) .  
In particular, T(TC) is asymptotically reflexive.
Proof. Clearly we can assume that dim(Tf) =  oo. Suppose T  f  S  + T(H) ,  we 
will show that T  f. A s y R e f  (S).  Define the linear map ip : S + C T  — > B(7i) by
*p{T) =  1 and y>{S) =  0 SS  £ S .
Let 7Z ~  S+ C T, then we have (p\-R,nr(H) — 0. Therefore by [26, Theorem 10], <p is 
a strong limit of skew-compressions on 1Z. In other words there exist operators 71a 
and B \  in B (H) such that y>(R) = lim A \R B \  for every R  & S+ C T , where the 
convergence is in the strong operator topology. Note that in [26, Theorem 10], it is 
essential that dim(Tf) =  oo. Let x 0  be an element in Tt. It follows that
0 =  (ip(S)x, x ) =  lim (S(B\x) ,  A\ (x))
and
o ~f~ N l  =  (t (T)x , x ) = lim {T(B\x),A*x(x)} .
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By letting e\ = B x (x) and f x =  ^ ( x ) )  it follows that T  £ A s y R e f  (S). m
The following theorem is similar to Theorem 12 but the proof is different. The 
proof of the following theorem relies on the properties of Hilbert spaces, unlike the 
proof of Theorem 12 tha t was purely algebraic.
T heo rem  53 For every subspace S  C B(TL) the following are true:
1 . A s y R e f  ( S )  H TifH) =A s y R e f  (Syr), where Syr — S  D F(7i),
2. A s y R e f  (S)  =  S  +  A s y R e f  (Syr).
Proof. (1) Since by Proposition 52 F(H)  is asymptotically reflexive, it is ap­
parent that A s y R e f  (Syr) c A s y R e f ( S )  fl F(H).  Hence we just need to prove that 
As y Re f  (S) fl TifH) C A s y R e f  (Syr). Clearly we can assume that dim(7f) =  oo. Sup­
pose T  A s y R e f  (Syr) we will show that T  A s y R e f  (S) DJ r(H).  If T  ^ F(Tt),  
then there is nothing to prove so we can assume that T  € F(7i).  Hence T  6 
T  (H) \AsyRef(Syr) .  It follows tha t there exist nets {eA} and {/a } such that
(TeA, / a )  — - 1  and (Fex, f x) —+ 0  V F e  Syr.
Choose x  G 7i with norm 1. Let 1Z — S+ C T, and define the linear map ip : 7Z — > B(H)  
as follow
<p(T) =  x  ® x  and p(S)  =  0  V5 € S.
It is easy to see that for every A  € 'Ry~ = Syr+ C T  we have
tp(A) =  lim(e <g> fx)A(ex <g> e).
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This says tha t ip\iznr(H) is a strong limit of skew-compressions and therefore by [26, 
Theorem 10] there exist nets operators {Ax} and { - / 5 a }  such that <p(R) = \im A \R B \  
for every R  G S+ C T. Thus we have
0 =  {ip(S)x,x} =  lim (S(B\x) ,  A*x (x))
A
and
1 =  INI =  {<p{T )x , x ) = iim { T ( B \ x ) , A l ( x ) ) ,
which implies th a t T  £ A s y R e f  (S).
To prove (2), suppose T  G A s y Re f  (S).  By previous proposition we have T  =  
S  +  F  for some S  G S  and F  G TifH). By using the first part of the theorem we have 
that
F  = T - S g A s y Re f  (S) n  F(H)  C A s y R e f  {Sr )
Therefore T  G S  + A s y R e f  (Sf ) .  m
T h eo rem  54 A subspace S  C 13(74) is asymptotically reflexive if and only i f S n  F (74) 
is asymptotically reflexive.
P roo f. If Sjr is asymptotically reflexive, then by part (2) of Theorem 53 S  is 
asymptotically reflexive. Now suppose S  is asymptotically reflexive, then by part (1) 
of Theorem 53 S  fl FifH) is asymptotically reflexive. ■
It is clear tha t every subspace of dimension 1 is reflexive. Hence, by Theorem 54, 
we have the following corollary.
C oro llary  55 I f  dim (S  n  F  (74)) < 1, then S  and every subspace of S  are asymp­
totically reflexive.
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R em ark 56 By using Theorem 54 we can prove Theorem 51 for the case that the 
operator T  is algebraic. To see this, by Theorem 54, we only need to show that 
V  (T)njF (hi) is asymptotically reflexive. Suppose thatq{x) is a polynomial of smallest 
degree such that q (T) = 0 and f  (x) is a polynomial o f smallest degree such that 
f  (T) £ V  (T) n  T  ('hi) . It can be easily shown that T  (T ) fl T  (hi) — V ( f  (T ) ) . But
f  (T ) is a finite rank operator, thus there exists finite-dimensional space M. such that
/  \
A  0
with respect to the decomposition hi — M. © A i ±, we have f  (T ) , where
\ °  V
A  £ A4n (C) fo r some n £ M. Now Lemma 50 and Proposition 46 imply that V  ( /  (T)) 
is asymptotically reflexive.
Several versions of Loginov-Shulman Theorem have been proved [22]. The next 
theorem is a surprisingly strong analogue for asymptotic reflexivity. In what follows, 
W OT stands for the weak operator topology. Recall that if {/Ia } is a net of operators 
and A  £ B (Tt) , then A x converges to A  in WOT if and only if (Ayx, y) converges to 
(Ax, y) for every x and y in hi.
T heorem  57 Suppose S  is a linear subspace of B(ht) which is also asymptotically 
reflexive. The following are equivalent:
1. every relatively WOT-closed subspace of S  is asymptotically reflexive,
2. for every WOT-continuous linear map ip : S  —>C, there exist nets {e^} and {/a } 
in hi such that <p(S) = limA (Sex, f x) for every S  £ S ,
3. fo r every linear map <p : S  —>C, there exist nets {ex} and {/a } in hi such that 
(p(S) = limA (Sea, / A) for every S  £ S ,
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P ro o f. (1)=>(2): Suppose that ip is a nonzero WOT-continuous map on S. Take 
To € S  such that </?(Td) =  1. Since every S  € S  can be written as S  — S  — ip (S ) T0 + 
<p(S)T0, it follows tha t S  =  ker(y>) © CT0. Thus ker(y>) is asymptotically reflexive, 
since it is a  WOT-closed subspace of S.  Therefore there exist nets {e^} and {fx}  in 
H  such that
{Toex, f \ )  — > 1 and {Sex, f x ) — * 0 VS G ker(<£).
This proves that <p(S) — limA (Sex, fx) for every S € S  and so (2) is proved.
(2)=^(3): Consider the dual pair (^C ( F ) , C (F )1^  and let B  be the set of all linear 
maps in C (V' f  that are WOT-continuous. Then we have
B  = (Bjf j1- = (0)x = C ( V f .
Hence every <p € C (V  f  is a limit of linear maps in B. Now clearly (2) implies (3).
(3)=»(4): Assume that (3) is true and suppose M. is a proper subspace of S. 
Suppose To € S \ M  and let p  : S  — >C be a linear map such tha t
<p(T0) =  1 and <p(T) =  0, VT e  M .
By the assumption, there exist nets {ex} and {/a} such that <p(S) = limA {Sex, f x ) 
for every S  € S.  This shows that To (j A s y R e f  (Ad). Thus A s y R e f  ( M)  C A4, and 
therefore A4 is asymptotically reflexive.
(4)=^>(1): Obvious. ■
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It is well-known that if A  is a weakly closed unital algebra of normal operators 
which contains I , then A  is reflexive. A generalization of this for asymptotic reflexivity 
is as follows.
Corollary 58 Any linear space of normal operators is asymptotically reflexive.
Proof. A result of H. Radjavi and P. Rosenthal (see [38, Lemma 9.20] or [37]) 
asserts that any linear space of normal operators must be commutative and thus 
contained in an abelian von Neumann algebra, which is reflexive. Moreover D. Sarason 
[40] noted that every WOT-continuous linear functional on an abelian von Neumann 
algebra can be represented by a rank-one tensor. ■
Remark 59 Corollary 55 and Theorem 57 imply that i f  dim (<S fi T  (H)) < 1, then 
every linear map p  : S  — >C can be written as limit of rank-one tensors.
The next lemma will show that asymptotic reflexivity cannot be represented in 
terms of a reflexivity triple. Note that if (X , Y, E ) is a reflexivity triple, then it is 
easy to show that E  = {p e Y  : ker (p) is E-reflexive} .
Lemma 60 I f  p  E B [H'f  , then ker (p) is asymptotically reflexive i f  and only if p  is 
completely rank-nonincreasing.
Proof. Suppose that ker (p) is asymptotically reflexive and p  A  0. Then there 
are nets {eA} and {/a } in TL such that
(exS, / a ) — >• 0 for every S  E ker (p) and (eAT0, / a ) -—► 0.
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Therefore <p — limA (ex 0  f x ) , hence ip is completely rank-nonincreasing.
Now suppose ip is completely rank-nonincreasing and let To £ B (H) \  ker (<p). By 
Corollary 22 ip =  limA (ex ® fx) • Thus
{e\S, f x) — ><p{S) = 0, VS £ ker (ip)
while
{eATo, f \ )  — > ip (To) f  0.
Therefore ker (ip) is asymptotically reflexive. ■
Rem ark 61 Suppose that <p : S  —>C is a nonzero linear map, then <p is limit of skew- 
compressions i f  and only if S  ^ .A syR ef (ker(</?)), i.e. ker (ip) is asymptotically reflex­
ive. Therefore we can relate the conjecture about completely rank-nonincreasing maps 
(Whether every completely rank-nonincreasing map is a limit of skew-compressions) 
to asymptotically reflexive subspaces.
Exam ple 62 In  this example we show that i f  n > 3 and <p : A4n (C) — > C is 
any linear map, then there should be at least a subspace of S  — ker (<p) that is not 
asymptotically reflexive. To see this, note that there exists K  € JAn (C) such that
S  = {A £ M n (C) : tr  (K A ) =  0} , where tr  (A ) denotes the trace of the matrix A. By
(  \
h  0
Proposition 46, we can assume that K
0 0




: a, b, c £ C > . We showed that T  is not asymptotically reflexive. Now
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k = 1, then S2
if k > 2 , then S i
: T  € T  > is a subspace of S  which is not asymptotically
: T  G T  > C S  is not asymptotically reflexive, and if
reflexive.
We next prove a result that has no analogue in any of the usual forms of reflexivity.
Then S  is also asymptotically reflexive.
Proof. Let
A =  {A : A =  (F, e) where F  C  <S is finite and e >  0} .
For Ai =  (Fi,€i) € A, i =  1,2, we say that Aj. < A2 if and only if F\ C F2 and e2 < £\- 
By this relation A turns into a directed set. Suppose T  ^  <S. Then for every finite 
subset F  of <S there exist nets {x^a} and {y^x}  in TL such tha t
T h eo rem  63 Suppose {<Sa : A G  A} is an increasingly directed family of linear sub­
spaces of C{V)  such that each S \ is asymptotically reflexive and let S  = U a <=a .<Sa -
(Sx^x,  y^x) — > 0 for every S  G F  and ( T x ^ x, V^x) — > 1.
By replacing x ^ x with ^  X";A— y we can assume that (TxMja, V^x) =  1- Therefore for 
every A =  (F. e) G A there are x x and yx in H  such that
(Sxx,yx}\ < e for every S  G F  and {T x x,yx) =  1-
Hence (S x x,yx) — > 0 for every S  G S  while (T x x,yx) — > 1. This shows that S  is
asymptotically reflexive. ■
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E xam ple  64 For each finite-rank projection P  £ B  (H) let S p  =  P B  {ft) P. Then
S P =  R e f ( S P ) = R e f 0 ( S P ) =  A pprR ef ( S P ) =  A s y R e f  ( S P ) .
However, UpSp =  JF0 (TL) , which is asymptotically reflexive, but not reflexive in any 
of the other notions of reflexivity.
Corollary 65 I f  S  C  B{TL) is the union of an increasingly directed family o f linear 
subspaces that each has a separating vector, then every subspace o f S  is also asymp­
totically reflexive.
Proof. Since every subspace tha t has a separating vector is asymptotically re­
flexive, by Proposition 48 S  is asymptotically reflexive. The proof is complete if we 
apply Theorem 57 and Lemma 39. ■
Corollary 66 Suppose T  £ B (hi). Then every subspace o f V ( T )  is asymptotically 
reflexive.
Proof. If T  is algebraic, then by Hadwin-Nordgren [27], V  (T) has a separating 
vector, and if T  is not algebraic, then by Lemma 20, V  (T) has a separating vector. 
■
We conclude this chapter by two questions.
Q uestion  1: Suppose S  C BiTL). It is clear that if S  is closed under the *- 
operation (i.e. T  £ S  implies that T* £ S) ,  then so is A s y R e f  ( S ) .  If S  is a C*- 
algebra, then from Theorem 33 and Proposition 46, it follows tha t A s y R e f  (S) =  S
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and so A s y R e f  (<S) is an algebra. In general, if <S is a unital algebra, is A s y R e f  (S) 
necessarily an algebra?
Q u estio n  2: We know that for every linear subspace S  C B(TC), R e f ( S ) is al­
ways WOT-closed and ApprRef (S)  is always norm-closed. W hat can we say about 
A s y Re f  (<S)? Must it be a Borel set in the norm topology on B  (7?)?
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A GENERAL VIEW OF BMO
AND VMO
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CHAPTER 7
INTRODUCTION
The notion of functions of bounded mean oscillation (B M O )  made its first appearance 
in [32] where F. John studied B M O  on 3Rn with Lebesgue measure. The celebrated 
John-Nirenberg inequality was proved in the next article in the same issue of Comm. 
Pure Appl. Math. [33]. Later a great deal of work was done on B M O  on the circle 
with Haar measure.
Roughly speaking, functions of Bounded Mean Oscillation are the ones that on 
average, are not too far from the local averages of the function. To be more precise, 
an integrable function /  defined on R” is said to be in B M O  if
ll/ll* =  s u p / ( | / - J ( / ) | )  < oo,
where the supremum is taken over all cubes I  that are Cartesian products of subin­
tervals of the coordinate axes, |/ |  is the Lebesgue measure of the cube / ,  and I  ( /)  =  
fj f  is the average of the function on I . For B M O  on the circle, we let I  range 
over all arcs and let |/ |  denote the Haar measure (normalized arc length) of I.
A martingale version of B M O  can be found in [36], and [10] studies BM O  on 
spaces of homogeneous type.
Later D. Sarason [41] introduced a subspace of B M O  functions called VM O  func­
tions. In his paper [41], he gave several characterizations of this subspace, including 
that it is the closure in B M O  of the set of uniformly continuous functions in BMO.
58
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Roughly speaking, a function in B M O  is said to have Vanishing Mean Oscillation, 
if its mean oscillation is locally small, in a  uniform sense. More precisely, a BM O  
function /  is in V M O  if I  ( \ f  — I  ( /) |)  tends to zero as |I | tends to zero. We refer 
the reader to {42] for some beautiful results on the spaces of B M O  and VM O  on the 
unit circle.
In this paper we construct a general setting in which functions of bounded mean 
oscillation B M O  and vanishing mean oscillation VM O  can be studied. In this setting 
we prove a  version of the John-Nirenberg theorem and a version of Sarason’s char­
acterization of V M O  as the closure of the uniformly continuous functions in BMO.  
We also prove tha t V M O  is never complemented in B M O .  The results of this Part 
are a  joint work with Don Hadwin.
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CHAPTER 8
BMO TRIPLES
We call a triple (X, p, X) a BMO triple if X  is a complete separable metric space with 
no isolated points, /x is a  nonatomic regular Borel measure on X  whose support is X  
(i.e., if U 7  ^ 0  is open in X, then p (U) > 0), and T  is a collection of Borel subsets of 
X  such that:
1. 0 < p{I) < oo for every I  € X,
2. for every nonempty open set U  C X  there is an I  E I  such tha t I  C U,
3. there is a countable subset of X  such that
\ J  In = X,
n>l
4. for every I  and J  in X, there are I  — Ii, I2 =  J  in X  such that, for each
j ,  1 < j  < n, either Ij C Ij+i or / J+ 1  C Ij.
R em ark  67 I f  in (3) above we have I\ C I 2 C • • • and i /  we /tape that, whenever 
I  ,.J f l  and p  (I  f l ./) > 0  Zdere is an E  E X  with E  C I  (1 J, then we get statement 
(4) for free. These conditions hold in most of the classical examples.
Throughout this paper (X,p ,X)  will denote a. B M O  triple. We define L f  loc (p) 
to be the collection of all measurable functions /  : X  —> C such that J} \ f \ dp  < 0 0
60
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for every I  € 1. For /  G L \ loc (p) we define the average of /  over I  by
l ( f ) = w ) L f d ^
we define the mean oscillation of /  on I  by /  ( | /  — 1 ( f ) |), and we define
Wf\\*BMO(l,v) = ™P7 (1/ -  J (/)D '
We define B M O ( l , p )  =  { /  e  L lIloc (p) : \\f\\*BMO(i,p) < 00} ■ We also define the 
space V A t0 (1 , p) to be the set of all functions /  € B M 0 ( 1 , x^) such that
It is clear that \\f\\*BMO(iti) =  0 if and only if the function /  is constant a.e. (p)
on every I  € X, and conditions (3) and (4) on 1  imply tha t \\f\\*BMO{Jn) =  0 if and
only if the function /  is constant a.e. (p) on X .
D efin ition  68 Suppose f  and 1  are as above. I f  X  E l ,  we define
~  I I / I I
L
fd p
x\ B M O { l , n )  \\J \\BMO(T,tJ.) ' n ^ X )
Otherwise, we define
l l / l l s M O ( I ,A t )  =  W f \ \ B M O ( X , n )  ’
and in this case, to make \\f\\BMO(Tn) a normJ we identify functions in B M O  (1, p) 
that differ by a constant, i. e., we mod out by the subspace of constant functions.
It is apparent that /  € B M O ( l , p )  if and only if R e(/), Im (/) € B M O ( l ,  p). 
It is also simple but useful fact that the space of real-valued B M O ( l ,  p ) functions
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forms a  lattice. In other words, if the real-valued functions / ,  g G  BMO(X,  p), then 
| / | , |p| € B M O ( X , //), and therefore, so do max (/, g) and min ( / , g ) .
The reader should note that this notion of B M O  includes all classical B M O  
definitions [33], [15],[42].
L em m a 69 Suppose {/„} is Cauchy in B M O ( I ,  p) and J  € X. Let gn =  /„  —
Then I(gn) is a Cauchy sequence for every I  € X .
P roo f. The proof when J  C I  follows from 
I* («.) -  I  (9m)| -  |I(Sn -  / „ )  -  J ( U  -  /m)| <  H |/» ~  /m “  / ( / „  -  /m)|)
<  -  / ( / »  -  / m ) | )  <  ^  l l / „  -  t i l e M O ( M  '
The proof when I  C J  is the same. For the general case choose Iy — I ,■ ■ ■ , I k — J  in 
X as in condition (4) in the definition of X, and note that
71—1
11  ( ,9n 9 m )  | | 5 m )  J ( , 9 n  5 m ) |  X ^   ^ |-^fc(ffn 9 m )  Ik+l (dn 9 m )  \
n —1
X  \ \ f n  —  f m ^ B M O { X , j i )  X v
k=1
fc=l
5 (-^ fc) _j_ h  (/fe+l)
_P ( Ik+l )  P  (Ik) _
P ro p o sitio n  TO (j3M O (T, p), || 'IIbmo(Iai)) 13 a Canach space.
P roo f. We only need to show that B M O ( l ,  p) is complete. Suppose { /n} is a 
Cauchy sequence in B M O ( I ,  p). First suppose tha t X  f  X. Fix /q G X and let 
9 n  =  f n ~  l o ( f n ) -  For every /  G X and /  €  BMO(X,  p) we have:
ii/iii,/ = f \ i w <  f \ f - n f ) w + \ i ( f ) \ d i )
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Since I(\gn -  gm -  I(gn ~  gm) |) =  I ( \ fn -  f m -  I ( f n -  /m )|)  we have 
\\9n -  9m\\BMO(j,v) = II fn ~ fm\\bm o{x^  • From Lemma 69 we know { I  (gn)} is Cauchy. 
Thus the above inequality with /  =  gn — 9m implies that {<?„} is Cauchy in L l (/) for 
every I  and so is convergent in L1-norm to a function g E L 1. We have:
l ( \ 9 n - g - l ( g n - g ) \ )
— "^(1 Gn 9 m  I( .9 n  5m)|) d~ / ( | 9 m  9  I( .9 m  5)1)
^  II9 n  ~  9 m \\B M O {l,ii) 2 / ( |^ m — g \)
2
=  llffn ~  5m||sMO(I,M) +  ll^m ~  5 111,/ ■
Suppose c > 0 is given. There exists N  such tha t m , n  > N  implies that (from above):
I { \9n - g - I ( g n ~  5)1) <  |  +  Il5m -  5 II1,/ •
By letting m  — > oo it follows that J(| gn — g — I(gn — g) |) < |  for every I. Therefore 
gn converges to g in B M O il, g) norm. Since X  £ J ,  then /„  =  gn in B M O il, g) 
and so f n is convergent to g. If X  E l ,  we have
X ( \ f n - f m\) <  X ( \ f n - f m - X ( f n - f m)\) +  \ X ( f n - f m)\
<  II f n  f m  || B M O (  2 »
thus f n converges in /d-norm to a function f  E L 1 ( X ) . The proof of convergence of 
gn can be applied to show that f n converges to /  in B M O ( l ,  g) norm. ■
In the proof of the next corollary we have used the ideas of the proof of the 
previous proposition.
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C o ro lla ry  71 Let (X , p, Z) and (X,  p, J7) be two B M O  triples and B M O ( l ,  p) C  
B M O ( J , p ) .  Then there exists M  > 0 such that ||/H bm o(j»  — m  ii/ii 
V / G B M O ( I ,  p). In  particular, |MIbmo(i p) equivalent to |j - jjBMo{j  p) t f  and onkj 
i f  B M O { l , p )  = B M O ( J , p ) .
P roo f. Let ip : B M O ( l ,  p) — > B M O ( J ', p) be the identity map. By using the 
Closed-Graph Theorem we will show that <p is a linear bounded map. Suppose that 
f n G B M O { I , p ) ,  f n —-> /  in BM O ifL,p) and f n g in B M O ( J , g ) .  We will 
show that /  =  g in BMOifL, p). It is clear that if p ( X ) < oo, then B M O ( l ,  p) = 
B M 0 ( 1 U  { X } , p )  and B M O { J , p )  =  B M O ( J  U { X }  ,p).  Thus without loss of 
generality we can assume that X  € Z fl J  whenever // (X)  < oo. The rest of the proof 
divides into two cases. First suppose that p ( X )  < oo. Then, similar to the proof of 
the previous proposition, we have X  (|/„  -  / 1) <  \\fn -  f \ \BMO{Itlx) -Thus f n — > /  in 
L 1 ( X ) . By the same way, /„  — > g in L 1 ( X ) . Therefore /  =  g almost everywhere. 
Next suppose that p  (X ) =  oo. Choose /  6 Z and . /  € J  such that p ( l ’ D J  ) > 0  
and let I0 — i '  f) J ' . Without loss of generality we can assume that /o G Z fl J . By 
the proof of the previous proposition, it follows that f n — Iq (f n) — ► f  — Iq ( /)  in 
L 1 (/) for every I  E l .  By the same way we have f n — Iq (/„) — ■> g — Iq (g) in L 1 (J) 
for every J  G J . Thus f  — Iq ( f )  = g — Iq (g) on /  fl J, almost everywhere, V/ G Z 
and VJ G J . Since X  =  U„>i/„ =  Un>iJn for some /„ G Z and Jn G J , it follows 
that f  — Iq ( / )  = g — Iq (g) almost everywhere on X.  Therefore /  =  g in B M O i l , p). 
m
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Let Cu (X ) denote the set of uniformly continuous functions on X . If I  € X, define 
the measure pj  as the restriction of p  to the cr-algebra of Borel subsets of I.
L em m a 72 The following are true:
1. Cu( X ) D B M O ( T , p )  C VMO( T, p)  and V M O i l ,  p) is a closed linear subspace 
of BMO{T,n) .
2. There is a countable collection of continuous linear functionals on B M O ( l ,  p) 
that separates the points of B M O ( I ,  //).
3. For every f  € L°°{p),
1 1 / I I —  3  | | / I I o o  >
so the inclusion map from to B M 0(Z , fi) is continuous.
Proof.
1. The inclusion CU(X)  fl B M O ( l ,  p) C V M 0 (1 , p) is easily proved. If, for each 
/  € X, we define T[ : B M O ( T , p) —> L 1 (pj) by
r , (/ )  =  ~ (/ - / ( / ) ) | ,.
Then j|T/|| <  1 and /  € V M O ( I , p )  if and only if
It easily follows that V M 0 ( 1 ,  p) is a closed linear subspace of BMO(T,  p).
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2. For every In there exist continuous linear functionals {drtjfc}fc>i on L 1 (pjn) that 
separate the points of L l (/-*/„)• Define 'ipn,k : BMO(X,  p) —> C by
It easily follows that {f)n>k : n, k G N} separates the points of BMO(X,  /j,).
3. This is obvious.
■
If X  is the unit circle, //, is the normalized arc length, and I  is the set of all arcs 
in X , then we obtain the classical B M O  and V M O  spaces defined on the unit circle. 
The following example shows that our general versions can be quite different.
P ro p o sitio n  73 Suppose X = { I  C  X  : 0 < n  (/) < oo , I  is a Borel se t} . Then
1. B M O ( X , p )  =
2. let L = m in { ||/  -  : A e  C} . Then L < \\f\\BMO^  < 3 H/IU for every 
f  e  L°°(n),
3. V M O i X ,  p)  =  CU{X)  fl B MO { X, p ) .
P roof. 1) Suppose /  L°° (j i ) . Then, for each positive integer n there are
complex numbers ai, 0 2  with |ai — 0 2 I > 2n +  2 such that
fi ({x € X  : | /  (x) — aj\ <  1}) > 0 for j  =  1,2.
Note that
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Since /z is cr-finite and nonatomic, there are subsets Ej  C  {x € X  : \ f  (x) — a,j\ < 1} 
for j  — 1,2 such tha t 0 < /i (Ei) =  y, (E 2 ) < 00. If we let /  =  E\  U E2, it is clear that
2) We only need to  show L < | | / | |BMo(/fx) • If /  is a constant function, then there 
is nothing to prove so we assume that /  is not a constant function. Suppose also 
that /  is real valued and M  and m  are the real numbers such that y{x  : M  — e < 
f i x )  < M }  > 0 and y {x  : m  < f { x ) < m  + e} > 0 for every e > 0. For every 
positive integer n, there exist e„ > 0 and Sn > 0 and Borel subsets I^n and I 2^  such 
that y{ Ihn) /z(/2,n) < 0 0 , and so that M  — en < f  (x) < M  for every x  € J i)n 
and m  < f ( y ) < m  + 5n for every y € I \>n. We can choose en and 5n so that both 
of them converge to zero as n goes to infinity. Let In = i i )n U l 2 ,n- It follows that 
|  (m  +  M  — en) <  In( f )  < \  {M + m  + 8n) for every n > 1. Therefore:
a i  +  q 2  f  n  =  U ( k j  S e 1 ( a * -  / )  ^  +  M f a )  S e ,  ( q 2  -  / )  d E  
2 2 < 1,
f | f - I n( f ) \ d y + [  \ f - I n( f ) \ dy
f  ( f - W ) W +  [  ( /„ ( /)  - f ) d f i
The proof for this case will be completed by noticing tha t L  =  |  (M — m)  and 
the following inequalities:
“  1^,71 ”  $2  ,n
f  f dE -  I  f dE < \  (M  -  m )
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The proof of the general case tha t /  is complex valued function will be apparent 
if one uses the previous case and the facts that H/U^ =  sup j|Re(e,(9/ ) | |  and that
O < 0 < 2 tt ° °
l|Re(9)|| ^  M \bmo{i ^) for every 9 e B M O (l,n ).
3) First we will show that V M O ( Z , g ) C  G(X).  Suppose /  £ B M O [Z , g ) \ C  (X ) 
is real valued. By a  theorem of D. Hadwin [19], there exists a point a 6 X  such that 
/  cannot be continuous at x = a by redefining the function on any set of measure 
zero. For every n  >  1 define the monotone sequences Mn and m n to be the essential 
supremum and essential infimum of the function /  on the open disk centered at a and 
radius B(a; £) , respectively. The sequence M n — m n does not converge to zero, 
otherwise /  would be continuous at x a by redefining it at x  =  a to be lim M n.n— >00
Therefore there exists e > 0 such that, without loss of generality, Mn — m n > e for 
every n > 1. Choose Borel subsets In,i and / n,2 of B (a; - )  , of equal measure such 
th a t f ( t 2) -  f { t  1) >  |  for every e  In,x and t2 € Infi. Thus /„ i2( /)  -  4 , i ( / )  >  By 
letting In =  /„,! U In>2 we will have:
4  (1/ -  4(/)|) > ]/„,2( I / -  /„(/)|) > i  |C,2( / - W ) ) l
=  5 1^,2 ( /)  -  /„(/)! =  ] \ I n ,2 ( /)  ~ C ,l( /) |
>
~  4
Therefore /  i  VMOiT^ i ) .
We have shown that
CU(X)  n  B M O ( I ,  (j,) C VMO{X,n)  C C{X).
To finish the proof suppose that g € V M O { Z , g ) \ C u(X).  Thus there exists a 
continuous function /  on X  in B M O ( Z 1 g) such that f  — g almost everywhere. There
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exist x n, yn € X  and t  > 0 such that d ( x n,yn) — ► 0 but | f  (xn) — f  (yn)\ > £ for 
every n  >  1. The continuity of /  at x n and yn implies that there are Borel sets xn G / nj  
and yn €  In ,2 in small neighborhood of x n and yn such tha t /x (In l ) =  /x(/n,2) — > 0. 
By letting In =  / n l U In$ and doing a similar calculations as above, we arrive to the 
contradiction tha t /  ^  VMO(T,  f t ) ,  m
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CHAPTER 9
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF VMO
Here is a natural question that arises from the classical case and the preceding propo­
sition:
Is VMO(T,  y)  the |MlBMO(i/irc o^sure D
We will give an affirmative answer to the above question in some special cases. 
The proof of the next lemma is small modification of Lemma 2 in [41], We present 
the proof here for the sake of completeness.
L em m a 74 Suppose there exists an M  > 1 for which for every n >  1 there exists 
J „ C l  that partitions X  and satisfies in the following conditions:
1. y  (J ) + diam  (J)  <  ^ for every J  € fjn,
2. V/i, I 2 € J n i f  I\ U I 2 C B  (x; | )  for some x  G X , then 31 € T  such that
/ 1 U /2 C /  and
y  (I) < M y  (1^) and diam (I) < M diam  (Ik) for k — 1,2
3. I f  I  £ I  and y  (I) + diam (I) > then there are finitely many i i ,  • ■ ■ , Ir  6 Xn
such that I  C I\ U • • • U I I  a.e. and y ( I i U- - -L )  I I )  < M y  ( I ) .
Then if  f  € V M O ( l ,  y) and we let f n (x) =  J  ( /)  Xj  (x ) we can conclude that
J&Ju
f n converges to f  in the BM O-norm.
70
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P ro o f. For given e > 0 there exists S > 0 such tha t I  ( \ f  — I ( f ) \ )  < £ whenever 
J e l  and (x ( /)  +  diam (I) < 5. Suppose n E N and ^ <  -jfe. We claim that
Vx, y E X  if d (x , y) < then J /„  (x ) -  f n (y) j <  2Me.
n
To see this, assume that x E Ii and y E I2 where fy, I 2 E J n- Since I\ Ufy C B  (x; ,
there exists I  € I  that satisfies in the condition (2) of the lemma. Thus we have
\fn{x) ~ f n ( y ) \  < I { f ) \  + \I ( f )  ~  fn(y)\
<  / l ( | / - / ( / ) | ) + / 2( | / - / ( / ) t )
< ^ n \ f  - mi)+4^1 (\f - Hf )\)VVh) d-\h)
< 2Me.
To estimate | | /  — f n||BMO(J ^  , suppose I  E X. If p  (I) +  diam (I) < \ ,  then
<  /(I/-A/)|) + -^ 2  f  [ \ f n ( x ) - f n ( y ) \ d y d y .
f l{I) J l J l
< e + 2Me  < 3Me.
If // (/) +  diam  (/) > ~ there are /],••• , fy € J n tha t satisfy in condition (3) of the 
lemma. Then




Therefore for every I  E l  we have /  ( | /  — f n — I ( f  ~  /n)|) <  3Me which implies that 
11/- / J  < 9 M e .  ■
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The next lemma states a condition for when we can approximate a function by a 
continuous function.
L em m a 75 Suppose that Y  is a Hausdorff paracompact topological space, s  > 0, /  :
Y  —» C, andU  is an open cover of Y  such that, for every U £ U and every x ,y  £ U 
we have j f  (x) — f  (y) j < e. Then there is a continuous function g : Y  —> C such that, 
for every x  £ Y,
| f  (x) -  g (x)\ < e.
P ro o f. Let {g\ : A 6 A} be a partition of unity subordinate to U, and for each 
A € A choose x x £ supp (gx) . We define g : Y  —► C by
9{x)  =  Y 2 f ( x ^ 9 x ( x ) .
A eA
Suppose x £ Y  and let D = {A £ A : gx (x) > 0}. From the definition of a partition
of unity there is a  U £ U, an open set V  such that x £ V  C U and gx (y) =  1 for
a s  d
every y £ V  and gx (y) =  0 for every y £ Y \U . Hence, for every A £ D, x x £ U. 
Ae£>
Thus, for every A € D  we have | f  (x) — f  (rcA)| <  e. It follows that g is continuous on
V  (and by the generality of x, on Y )  and that
\ f { x ) - g ( x ) \  = ~ f  (XA)) gY*)
\<e d
< £.
C oro lla ry  76 Suppose (Y ,d ) is a compact metric space, f  : Y  —> C, e > 0, and for  
every x  £ Y  there is a Sx > 0 such that whenever y £ Y  and d(x , y )  < Sx we have
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\ f {x)  — f  (y)\ < s. Then there is a uniformly continuous function g : Y  —> C such 
that
for every x  € Y.
The preceding corollary uses compactness to guarantee tha t the continuous func­
tion g is actually uniformly continuous. If Y  C ffin, we can obtain uniform continuity 
with a stronger hypothesis.
P ro p o sitio n  77 Suppose E  is a subset of Rn, £ > 0, <5 > 0 and <p : E  —> C is a 
function such that, for every x ,y  € E,
\ f ( x ) - g ( x ) \  < e
II® -  y lloo <  =Hv> (®) -  ¥>(y)l <  e-
Then there is a uniformly continuous function F  : E  —> C such that
\<p {x) — F  (a;)| <  s
for every x  6 E.
Proof. Let oj =  5/4. For each integer k £  Z we define
0 if t < (2k — 1) lo
^ (t — (2k — 1) w) if (2k — 1) l o  < t < 2ku
fk  (t) =  < 1 if 2koj < t <  (2k + 1) l o
~ (t — (2k +  1) l o )  if (2k + 1) oj < t < (2k + 2) oj
0 if ( 2 k  +  2) o j  < t
It is easily seen that
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1- I fk (s) — fk  (^)l <  ^ |s — 2| for every k £ Z and all s, t £  R, and
2. fk (2) = 1 for every 2 £ R.
kez
If « =  (&!, . . . ,  A:n) 6 Z", we define f K : Rn —> C by
/» (* ! , . . . , tn)  =  n M * i ) -
J=1
It is easy to show,
3. for all s,2 € Rn with ||s — ijl^ < 1, that
I A  («) -  A  (2)1 II [ ( A *  _  A  A ' ) )  +  A ,  ( * ; ) ]  “  E[ A ,  ( 2 j )
j = i  j = i
<
u;
4. if x £ M",
balllllloo (x ’w) c  U (A )  C bally|(oo (x, 3w) ,
x€supp( f ts.)
5- XAeZ" A  (2) =  1 for every 2 € R".
Define A =  {ft £ Z” : 3xK £ E  with dist (xK, supp ( f K)) < 3a;} , and we define F  :
R" -> C by
k €  A
Suppose x € E. It follows from (4) above, for each ftG Z" with x £ supp ( fK) , that
||a; — k^IIoo < Slo < S, which implies by hypothesis that \<p (xK) — ip (x)| < e. It now
follows from (5) that
\ F { x ) - p { x ) \ ^  (xk) -  P (a:)] A ( z )
k£A ,x&supp(fK)
< e.
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To show that F  is uniformly continuous on E,  suppose x , y  € E  and ||rc — 2/llco < 
min (1,0'). Let D be the set of all k such that x  or y is in supp ( fK) . It follows from
(4) that, whenever k € D,
\\X  -  M o o  <  4 w  <  ^ ,
which implies
|<p(x) -<p(xK)\ < e.
Hence, by (5)
|F (x) -  F  (y)\ =  | ^  [ip (xK) -  p  (x)] [fK (x) -  f K (y)},
k£D
and, by (3) and the fact that the cardinality of D  is at most 2 (3n) ,
Hence F  is uniformly continuous on E. m
We can now prove a generalization of Sarason’s theorem [41].
T h eo rem  78 I f  X  is a compact space or X  is any subset o f Rn and X satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 74, then V M O ( I , p ) =  Cu (X) fl B M 0  (J , p-f ^
P roof. Suppose /  € VMO(X,  p), X  is compact, and e > 0. Then by Lemma 
74 there exists /„  as in Lemma 74 such that ||/  — fn^BMO{x,n) < f- ^  was sLown 
in the proof of the Lemma 74 that \fn (x) — f n {y) | < f  whenever d ( x , y ) is small 
enough. Lemma 75 can be applied to find a continuous function hn such that 
IIfn -  M oo < I and so IIfn -  hn \\b m o m  < I- Therefore \\f -  hn\\BMO{x^  < e. If
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X C l " ,  then Lemma 74 and the previous proposition will imply that V M O ( l , y )  — 
Cu (X)  D B M O  (J , m
Next we will give another characterization of V M 0 ( 1 ,  y). Following Sarason’s
notation [41], for a positive measurable function /  and a > 0 we let:
N a {f) = sup I  ( / )  I  ( / _1) and N 0 ( / )  =  lim N a ( / ) .
H(I)+diam(I)<a a *
The Schwarz's inequality implies that Na ( / )  >  1 for every a > 0. For the proof of
the next theorem we refer the reader to [41].
T h eo rem  79 Let f  € B M 0 (1 , fi) be a real valued function. Then No [ef') = 1 if  
and only i f  f  € VMO(T,  y).
It is apparent that if T  C J ,  then B M O  {J ,  y)  C B M O  (T, y)  and V M O  (J , y)  C 
V M O  (1, y ) . The next result is a generalization of this.
P ro p o sitio n  80 Let ( X , y , T )  and ( X , y , N )  be two B M O  triples and M  > 1. I f  for 
every J  € J  there exists an I  £ I  such that J  C I  and y { I )  < M y  ( J ) , then
I I / I I b m o ( j »  —  | | / | I b a « ? ( z , m )  >
2. if  also diam (I) < M d i a m ( J ) , then V M O ( L , y )  C V M O { J , y ) .
P roo f. Suppose tha t /  € B M O ( l ,  y) and J  € J .  Choose I  € T  that contains J  
and y  (I) < M y  (J ) . The proof will be apparent by the fact that:
J ( | / - < / ( / )  I) < J ( | / - / ( / ) |  +  | / ( / ) - J ( / ) | ) < 2 J ( | / - J ( / ) | )
<  2 MI  (| / - / ( / )  I).
■
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E x am p le  81 Let X  — Rn and let p, be the Lebesgue measure. I f  we let X be the 
collection os all disks in Kn and J  be the collection of all cubes in R”, then by Propo­
sition 80 and Corollary 71 BMO(X,p)  =  B M O ( J , p ) ,  VMO{X,p)  =  V M O { J , y ) .  
More generally, suppose A  is any open subset o f M" which is bounded and convex. 
I f  we let K, =  {v +  olA  : v € IRn, a  € R+} , then BMO( T , n )  =  BM O{ f f , p )  and 
VMO(X,n)  = V M O ( J ,  p).
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CHAPTER 10
JOHN-NIRENBERG THEOREM
In this chapter we will prove a version of John-Nirenberg theorem for any function 
/  € BMOfiL, p), where J  has certain properties.
Lem m a 82 Suppose p  is a Borel measure on a metric space Y. For every n > 1, 
suppose An is a partition o fY  (finite or infinite) with the properties that A i  C  A 2 C  ... 
and that if Jn £ A n , then p(Jn)+ essdiam (Jn) — > 0, where by essdiam(Jn) we mean 
the essential diameter of Jn. Then the following are true:
1. T  =<r — alg <  {U„>i An} U {F  : p(F)  =  0} > contains all Borel sets in Y.
2. I f  p( Y)  < 0 0 , a  > 0, f  is a nonnegative and integrable function such that
Jy  -f dp < a, and if for every n and every J  £ A n we have J ( f )  < a , then 
we can conclude that f ( x )  < a  almost everywhere.
Proof. (1) Suppose E  is a closed subset of Y  with positive measure. Since An is
a partition of Y  for every n, so we can find I f , I f ,... G A n such tha t p ( I f  fi E) > 0
and E  =  H E) a.e. Let A n = I f .  We claim that E  — A n a.e. To show
j >  1 j >  1 «>i
this, suppose x  G An. This means that for every n and some j  we have x  € I f .
n> 1
Now we have
dis t fx , E)  < essdiam(If)  a.e.
78
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and this shows that almost everywhere |^ | An C  E. Therefore E  € T  and so is every 
Borel set.
(2). For every n  define
fn{x) = J 2 j { f ) X j { x )  < a
where the summation is taken over all J  € A n- By defining T n =  a — a Ig < A n > we 
have tha t C C  ... . Therefore f n is a martingale relative to {Eu , n >  1}. Since
B ( f n )  =  W ) l U l 1 - W )  i adlJ
by the Martingale Convergence Theorem [13], we conclude tha t lim /„(.x) exists almost 
everywhere and converges to /  (x). Therefore /(x )  < a  almost everywhere. ■
Remark 83 Part (2) of the previous lemma could be proved without using the Mar­
tingale Convergence Theorem. One proof is as follows: Let f n be as in the lemma 
and define the linear operator Tn : L l (/i) — > L 1 (//) by Tn ( / )  =  f  — f n. It is 
easy to see that Tn ( / )  -— > 0 for every uniformly continuous function. Therefore 
{ /  6  L 1 (/i) : ||Tn ( / )  |j — > 0} is a closed linear subspace of L 1 (ji) that contains every 
uniformly continuous function. Since the set of uniformly continuous functions is 
dense in L 1 (g) we conclude that \\f — f n\\i — > 0 for every f  € L 1 ( p ) . Therefore 
f n  — » /  a.e.
Next we will prove a general version of the John-Nirenberg Theorem [33]. The 
idea of the proof has been taken from [15]. First a lemma.
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Lem ma 84 Let M  > 1, I  € X, and f  € L 1(I) be a positive function. Suppose that
I  can be partitioned into finite many subsets ii,i, A,2 , hj-. € I  such that p(I) <
Mp( I i j )  fo r j  =  1 , . . . ,k  (we will call each a "subinterval" of I). Suppose also that 
each 11 j  can be partitioned in the same way as I  and continue this process inductively. 
I f  the measure and the essential diameter of the sequence of these "subintervals " go 
to zero and if  1(f )  < a, then there is a finite or infinite sequence {Ij} o f disjoint
subsets o f I  i n i  such that
1. f  < a  almost everywhere on I \  Uj I j ,
2. a  < I j ( f )  < M a ,
n- ZvOj) s iKWf) -
P roo f. The "subintervals" W  that have been constructed by above partitioning 
are of two types:
Type 1: W ( f )  < a;
Type 2: W ( f )  > a.
Note that /  is an interval of Type 1. Whenever IT is a Type 1 interval, we 
partition W  into k subintervals for some k. Whenever we get a Type 2 interval we stop 
partitioning tha t interval and we put it in the sequence { I j } -  We continue this process 
forever. Each selected interval Ij is contained in a unique Ij such tha t fi(I*) < M/x(/?) 
and that I* was not selected interval hence we have the statement (2) clearly. The 
inequality in the statement (3) is an obvious implication of the one in (2). To prove 
(1), note that if x  G I \  Uj Ij, then every "divided interval" containing a; is a Type 1
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interval. Let g — f . x h ^ i j , then the previous Lemma can be applied to g to conclude
that g <  a  almost everywhere on / ,  or equivalently f  < a  almost everywhere on 
I \ U j l j .  u
The next theorem is a general version of the John-Nirenberg theorem [33], [15]; 
the proof is a very small modification of tha t in [15]. We present the proof here just 
for the sake of completeness.
T h eo rem  85 Let up € B M O ( l ,  fi) and let I  2. Suppose every J  € 2  satisfies in 
the conditions o f Lemma 84■ Then for every A > 0,
| <p(t) -  I(<p) | >  A} <  Cexp ( ■■: — j mC0>
\ l m !  B M O {X %ti) j
where C  =  |  and c = ^  In ( | ) .
P roo f. W ithout loss of generality we can assume that |MIbmo(XaO =  1- Fix I  
and apply Lemma 84 to /  =  \p{t) — I(p)\  with a  — |  to obtain intervals i f '  as in 
Lemma 84. We have:
1. I ip(t) -  I  {up) | < | ,  a.e. on I \  Uj ,
2 . i f } (<p) -  Hv) s' Ml  2  ’
On each i f 1 we again apply Lemma 84 to <p — l )L>(p)r(D, with a  =  |  to obtain
intervals i f  ^ as before such that each i f  ^ is contained in some l f  \  Then we will
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have:
< <p(t)- i f \ v )  + i f ^ - m
<  ^ < 3M, a.e.on I \  Uj i f ^z z
Suppose l j2) is contained in l f \  then
3M 3M
< - T  +  - 2 - = 3 M -
We also have:
Continue this process indefinitely . At stage n  we get intervals l f ] such that
1 . |<p(t) -I (<p)| <  a.e. on / \  U, / jn),
2- E M / f ’) <  ( ! ) > « ■
If 2>nM <  A < 3n M  +  3M , n > 1, then
/x t *  e  /  : | - p ( t )  -  Z ( < p ) |  >  A }  <  E ^ t " ’ )
<  ( § ) > ( /} <
for c = 3 ?^ In | .  Thus inequality in the theorem holds for 3M  <  A. If 0 <  A < 3M, 
then obviously
| <p(t) -  I  (ip) | > A} < fi(I) < e3Mce~cXfi(I).
Therefore the inequality holds for all A when C — e3Mc — | . ■
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R em ark  8 6  1. I f  every /  e l  satisfies in the conditions o f Lemma 84, then just
like the classical case o f B M O ,  by using the previous theorem, we can show that 
i f  ip £ B M O ( X ,  fi), then for every p > 1 there exists a constant Ap such that 
I r \ 1/p
/g? [ j f i l )  X  1 ^  “  A p  ^ BMOCZ,r) •
2. In  the proof o f the previous theorem, for a given I  in  X, we only used the 
"subintervals" o f I. Therefore, like lemma 1 in [33], the theorem can be stated as 
follows: I f  I  £ X is as in 84 and if there exists K  > 0 such that J  ( | /  — </(/) |) < 
K  for every "subinterval" J  of I , then there are universal constants C and c 
such that for every A > 0 we have:
y  {t £ I  : |(p(t) — I(ip)| >  A} < Ce~^~y(I)-
3. Just like the classical case, the converse of the John-Nirenberg theorem is also 
valid. In other words suppose g> is an integrable function on every I  £ I  . I f  
there are constants C  and c such that V/ € X, 3cj £  C such that
y { t  £ I  : \p>{t) — c j | >  A} <  Ce~cXy{I)  
for every A >  0, then <p £ BMO(X,  y).
4. The proof of John-Nirenberg theorem shows that in the inequality we can let 
c =  and C = a where a >  1 is an arbitrary number.
E xam ple 87 I f X  = R2. y  is the Lebesgue measure, and X  is the set of all disks 
in R2, then the assumptions of Lemma 84 are not valid any more and so we cannot
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conclude the John-Nirenberg theorem from that lemma. We will show that the John- 
Nirenberg theorem is still true in this case. We can break each circle into 5 regions 
with equal areas; a disk at the center and four other regions around it as in the picture:
By choosing circles with suitable radius and rays, each surrounding region can be 
broken down into smaller regions so that fo r each one o f them there is a disk containing 
the region and a disk contained in the region so that the ratio of the area of these 
two disks is less than, say, 100. Each new generated region can be broken down into 
smaller regions by the same way and the ratio less than 100. We continue this process 
for each smaller disk centered at the origin as well. I f  we let J  be the collection of all 
these regions (including all disks), then by Proposition 80 BMO(X,  p) =  B M O ( J  ,p). 
By our way of  constructing J , the John-Nirenberg theorem is valid for every f  £ 
B M O ( J , p ) =  BMO(X,p) .
The next corollary states a generalization of this example.
C oro llary  8 8  Let (X,  p,X) be a B M O  triple. I f  there exists a B M O  triple (X , p , J ) 
for which the John-Nirenberg theorem is valid, I  C J , and B M O ( I ,  p) =  B M 0 ( J , p ) , 
then, obviously, the John-Nirenberg theorem is valid fo r B M 0 (1 , p). More generally, 
suppose that for each I  £ X there exists a B M O  triple ( X , p , J i )  for which the 
John-Nirenberg theorem is valid, I  £ J i ,  and BMO(X,  p) = B M O ( J i , p ) ,  then the 
John-Nirenberg theorem is valid for BMO(X,p) .




The main result of this chapter is that the space V M O  (X, g) is never complemented 
in B M O  (I, fi). The proof is based on a lemma which is adapted from [16].
L em m a 89 Suppose W  is a normed space that has an uncountable subset B whose 
elements are linearly independent, and that there exists M  > 0 such that for every 
Xi,X2 , -. . ,xn in B  and every a i,a t2 , ...,a n € C,
fc=l
Suppose also that Y  is a topological vector space with continuous linear functionals 
<p1,(p<2 -, : Y  — > C, that separate the points ofY.  Then there is no continuous linear
map f  : W  — > Y  that is one-to-one.
P roo f. Suppose, via contradiction, that such a map /  exists. For every n the map 
(pn o f  is a bounded linear functional on X .  Let Enik — {x  € B : \<pn( f  (a:))| > |}  . 
Since the function /  is 1 — 1 and elements of B  are linearly independent we conclude 
tha t B =  U E nj~. Thus there exist n 0 and k0 such that E n0tk0 is uncountable. Choose
k,n ’ 1
distinct elements x i , x 2,... € E n0<k0 and, for simplicity purpose, define p nQ(f(xk)) --
n
rk el6k, x  =  ^ 2  e~%Gkx k. Then ||.x'|| < M  and for every n  we have:
k~l
n
M\\g>m of \ \  > ||x|| \\pnQof \ \  > \<pno(f(x))\  = Y 2 rk > n
*= 1 K
which is a contradiction. ■
85
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T h e o re m  90 There is no continuous injective linear map
ip : B M O ( l , p ) / V M O { l Jp) — » BMO{T,p) .
In particular, VMO( T , p )  is not complemented in B M ()(1 , p).
P ro o f. By Lemma 72 there exist countably many linear functionals on B M O ( l ,  p) 
that separate the points of B M O ( I ,  p).  By the previous lemma it is enough to find 
uncountable many functions on B M O ( I ,  p ) /VMO(T,  p) that are linearly indepen­
dent and that satisfy in an inequality as in the previous lemma. To do so, suppose
x  G l .  By using the second property on J  choose /„ in B(x; ~)\B(x]  ~ y ), and the 
regularity of the measure, choose compact subsets A n and B n of I n so that
P'(-'d-n) ~  P^B-n) ~  - p ( I n).
Since I n "converges to" fy;}, the sets A  — Un>i A n and B  = Un>iBn are disjoint closed 
subsets of the space X \{x}. Define px on X  by
p ,  (x) =  0, and p ,  (y)  =  *V 6  { ^ }  •
Then the function px is bounded by 1 (and so belongs to B M O ( l ,  p j), and px\,\ =  0, 
P x \ b  =  1 (and so px (jz V M O ( I ,  p)). Thus px is a nonzero function in the quotient 
space B M O ( l , p ) / V M O ( l , p ) .  It is also easy to see that the function px is uniformly 
continuous on X \ B  (x; e) for every e >  0. The set
B ={px : x e X )
is an uncountable subset of B M O ( Z , p ) / V M O ( T , p )  whose elements are linearly in­
dependent. By Lemma 72, every uniformly continuous function is in VMO(T,  p) and
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so px, as a  function in B M O ( l , f i ) / V M O ( l , n), is zero every where except on B(x; e) 
for every e >  O.This fact can be used to show that:
' y   ^a k P x k
k= 1
< 3max{|ci!i|, |ck2 |
for every PxnPx2-> ■■■,Pxn in & and every tp . a 2-, Q:„ € C. This completes the proof.
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CHAPTER 12
INTRODUCTION
In this Part we continue work started in [11] on stable invariant subspaces of Hilbert- 
space operators. Throughout this part, H  is a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert 
space and B (7i) is the set of all (bounded, linear) operators on H  and K. (H) is 
the space of compact operators in B (H). A closed linear subspace M  of H  will be 
identified with the orthogonal projection Pm onto M.  If T  <G B (7i) , then Lat (T) 
denotes the set of all closed invariant subspaces of T ; alternatively, Lat  (T ) is the set 
of all projections P  in B(H)  such that (1 — P ) T P  — 0. We denote the spectrum 
of T  by u (T) and the spectral radius of T  by r  (T) . The image of an operator 
T  € B (H) in the Calking algebra B  (7i.) JK (7i) is denoted by T  and ae (T) denotes 
the essential spectrum of T, which by definition, equals to a  . Note that oe (T ) =  
<7 (e (T ) U crre (T ) , where oye (T) and are (T ) denote the left essential spectrum and 
the right essential spectrum, respectively. Recall that T  € B (7~L) is a semi-Fredholm 
operator if ran (T ) is closed and either dim (Ker  (T)) or dim (Ker (T*)) is finite. In 
this case, the index of T  is defined by
ind  (T ) =  dim (K er (T)) — dim (Ker  (T*)) .
The semi-Fredholm domain of T  is denoted by ps _F (T) and is defined by
Ps - f (T) =  {A € C : A — T  is semi-Fredholm} =  C \ (aee (T) fl crre (T ) ) .
89
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For every A € Ps - f CO >the minimal index of A — T  is defined by
min And (A — T) =  min {dim (K er  (T )) , dim (Ker  (T*))}.
Recall that an operator T  € B (H) is biquasitriangular if and only if ind (T — A) =  0 
for every A € Ps - f (T) • The similarity orbit of T  is defined to be
S  (T) — [A T A” 1 : A  G B {H) is invertible} .
An invariant subspace P  € Lat (T) is called stable if, whenever there is a sequence 
{Tn} in B (H) such that ||T„ — r | |  —* 0, there is a sequence {Pn} with Pn € Lat (Tn) 
for n > 1 such that Pn —> P  in the strong operator topology (SOT). We say that P  
is norm stable if we can always choose {Pn} so tha t \\Pn — P || —> 0. We let Lats (T ) 
be the collection of stable invariant subspaces of T  and Latns (T) be the collection of 
norm-stable invariant subspaces of T. It is clear that Latns (T ) C Lats (T ) and it is 
easy to show that Latns (T) contains {0} and H. It is also easy to  show that Latns (T) 
is norm-closed and that Lats (T) is SOT-closed (see [11]). The following question was 
asked in [1 1 ]:
Q uestion: Is Lats (T ) always the SOT-closure of Latns (T)?
J. Conway and D. Hadwin [11] gave an affirmative answer to this question when 
T  is normal or an unweighted unilateral shift of finite multiplicity.
In the finite-dimensional setting, the stable invariant subspaces of an operator were 
characterized in [8 ], [9], and [2]. In [3] C. Apostol, C. Foia§ and N. Salinas showed 
that if T  is a normal operator, then the projections in Latns (T ) are precisely the 
spectral subspaces corresponding to clopen subsets of a ( T ) . Moreover, they proved
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tha t a  quasitriangular operator with connected spectrum has no nontrivial norm- 
stable invariant subspace (i.e., Latns (T) =  (0,1}). The question for Lats (T) is much 
more delicate and is related to the invariant subspace problem [11]. This Part is a 
joint work with Don Hadwin.
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CHAPTER 13
MAIN RESULTS
We begin with a topological lemma for compact subsets of the plane. If K  C C and 
e >  o, then we define K s =  {z  e  C : dist (z, K ) < e } .
L em m a 91 Suppose K  is a nonempty compact connected subset o f C , 5 > 0, and 
U is a nonempty collection o f bounded connected components o f C \K  such that each 
U € U contains a point whose distance to K  is greater than S. Let V  =  ^ U.
Then there is an r > 1 and an injective analytic function on {A e  C : |A| < rjsuch 
that
1. <p ({A G C : |A| =  1}) C Kg, and
2. V \ K S C tp ({A e  C : |A| < 1 }) C K s U V.
P roof. Let Vi, . . . ,  Vn be the elements of U that contain a closed ball of radius
5. Since K  is connected, each V} is simply connected, since it has a connected com­
plement. Thus there is a bijective analytic function /', from the unit disk D (0,1) to 
Vj for 1 < j  < n. Since {f j  (D (0, r)) : 0 <  r  < 1} is an open cover of V}, there is a t, 
0  < t < 1 , such tha t
{z  e  Vj : dist (z, K) > 5/2} C f j  (D (0, t)) =  Wj
for 1 < j  < n. Since =  Ks  U ( I I W j ) is an open and connected set containing
V '^ l < j < n  J
the disjoint closed contractible "disks" W i , . . . ,  W n, there is a simple closed curve
92
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7  in n  that winds around each point in lvJ 1<.< Wj and doesn’t wind around any 
point outside Q. (This is extremely easy to see if we first shrink each W i to a point.) 
Thus there is a bijective analytic function f  on D  (0,1) such th a t f  (D (0,1)) is the 
set of points inside 7 . As above we can choose s, 0 < s < 1, so tha t U.<j<n W > C 
f ( D ( 0 , s ) ) . It is clear that defining <p(z) = f  (z/s)  and r  =  1 / s  yields the desired 
function. ■
L em m a 92 Suppose T  £ B (Tt) , R  > 1 >  r  (T) and <p is an injective analytic 
function on {A : |Aj <  R} . Then
1. o  (p  (T)) =  ip (a (T)), aee (<P (T )) =  ip {ate ( T ) ) , and are (<p (T)) =  <p (are (T )) ,
2. fo r every X with |A| < 1 , ker (T  — A) =  ker (</? (T) — <p (A)) and ker (T — X)* = 
ker (<p (T) — ip (A))*,
3. Lat (T) — Lat (ip (T ) ) .
P ro o f. (2). Clearly, if x  G Tt and T x  =  X x , then i p (T)x  — p(X)x .  Thus 
ker (T — A) =  ker (p> (T ) — p  (A)). However, applying the same argument to T  =  
tp~l {up (T)) and A =  (p~l (<p (A)), we obtain the reverse inclusion.
(1). This follows from (2) and the fact tha t A G crle (T ) if and only if there is a 
sequence {Tn} in B (Tt) such that ||Tn —T\\ —> 0 and dim ker (Tn — A) =  0 0  for each 
n > 1 . ■
Let Q (Tt) denote the set of all operators in B (Tt) whose nontrivial invariant 
subspaces all have finite codimension
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L em m a 93 Suppose 7i  is a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and T  € 
Q(H).  Then
1. a  (T ) is connected,
2. a te (T) =  are (T ) ,
3. ind (T  — A) =  —1 fo r every A £ a  (T) \cre (T ) ,  and
4■ min .ind  (T — A) =  0 for every A G a (T ) \ a e (T).
P ro o f. If a  (T ) were disconnected , then T  would have a nontrivial comple­
mented invariant subspace, which would violate the hypothesis on T. Clearly, T  
cannot have any eigenvalues, and T* cannot have an eigenvalue with an infinite­
dimensional eigenspace. Hence ate (T) =  a re (T ) and ind (T  — A) < 0  whenever 
A £ a (T ) \ a e (T ) . Suppose in d iT  — A) < —2. Then A  — T  — A is injective, A(fH) 
is closed and dim A (74) 1  >  2. It follows that dim (An{fit) 0  An+l i'H)) > 2 for every 
n  > 1 . Take 0 ^  € A n(H) © T n + 1  (74) and let M  — span (xn : n > 1). Then M
is an invariant subspace for T  whose codimension is oo. Hence i nd (T  — A) =  — 1 
for every A € a (T) \a e (T ) . The last statement follows from the fact that T  — A is 
injective for every A 6  a  (T ) \ a e (T ) . ■
A key ingredient of the proof of the next theorem involves properties of quasian- 
alytic shift operators (see [43] for a precise definition), which are weighted unilateral 
shifts with weights converging to 1 , whose essential spectrum is the unit circle, whose 
spectrum is the closed unit disk, whose Fred holm index is —1 on the open unit disc,
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and, most importantly, whose nontrivial invariant subspaces all have finite codimen­
sion.
T h e o re m  94 The norm closure of the set 7Z of operators with connected essential 
spectrum and whose nontrivial invariant subspaces all have finite codimension is the 
set T  of all operators T  € B {h i) , such that a (T) and oe (T) are both connected and 
such that
ind (T  — A) € {0 ,-1}
fo r every A e  ps _F (T ) .
P ro o f. The inclusion TZ~ C T  follows from Lemma 93 and the fact that T  is 
norm-closed. Suppose T  € T  and e > 0. It follows from the index condition that 
<7e (T) =  oif, (T) fl ore (T ) . Let N  be a normal operator with no eigenvalues such that 
a  (N ) =  oe (T) . It follows from [2, Theorem 9.1] that S  {T)~ =  S  (T  © N)~  .
Choose A Gff (T) with maximum modulus. We can assume that A is an eigenvalue 
of N.  Let 5 = e/8 and (  — A +  2 5 ^ . Let S' be a quasianalytic shift operator, and let 
B  — T  © (£ +  28S ) . We let K  = ae (B ) — oe (T) U {z  : \z — £| =  25} , and let U be 
those components of C \ K  where i nd (B  — A) =  —1, and let Vi = {z : \z — (\ < 2<5} . 
Now we apply Lemma 91 to obtain V, r, <p, and let 7  =  ^({A : |A| =  1}) . It fol­
lows from Lemma 92 that, ip (S') € 71, cr((p(S)) = ip ( d  (0 , 1 )^ , a e ((p(S)) = 7 , 
ind {tp (S') — A) =  —1 exactly when A € <p {D (0,1)), and min And (ip (5) — A) =  0 
when A (£ 7 .
If {A G C : ind (T  — A) =  — 1} =  0 , we choose a normal operator N e with no point 
spectrum, such that ||iV — N£\\ < e and o (Ne) =  cre (T)e. Since a (Ne) is connected
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and contains Kg U cr (£ -f 26S ) , it follows that T  © Ne is in the closure of the similarity 
orbit of ip (S ); hence T  © Ne G 1Z~. Since ||T © N  — T  © N e\\ < e and e >  0 was
arbitrary, we know T  © N  G Vs~. Since T  G S  (T  ® N)~  , we know T  G TZ~\ Thus
T  C??.- . ■
We can now prove our main theorem of this chapter.
T h eo rem  95 L e tT  G B (H) and suppose ae (T ) and a  (T ) are both connected. Then
1. I f  ind  (T — A) G {0, —1} /o r every A G (T ) , and i f  0 ^  M  G Tat„s (T ) , 
then dim M x <  oo and a  (T*JMx) C {A G €  : i nd ( T  — A) =  —1} .
/ f  ind (T — A) G {0,1} for every A G (T ) , and i f  H  ^  M  £ Latns ( T ) ,
then dim M  < oo and a  (T|m) C {A G C : ind {T — A) =  1}.
P roo f. (1). In this case it follows from Theorem 94 tha t T  is a norm limit of oper­
ators whose nonzero invariant subspaces all have finite codimension. Since the set of 
projections with finite codimension is norm closed, it follows th a t any nonzero norm- 
stable invariant subspace of T  has finite codimension. If {A G C : ind  (T — A) =  — 1} =  
0 , then it follows from [30, Theorem 5.8] that T  is a limit of operators with no non­
trivial invariant subspaces having finite codimension; whence, Latns (T) =  {0,1}. 
Otherwise, the proof of Theorem 94 shows that T  is a limit of operators Tn such that 
if M  G Lat (Tn) has finite codimension, then a (Tn\M) C (A G C : ind  (T — A) =  —1} . 
The spectral condition in part (1) now follows immediately.
(2). In this case T* satisfies the conditions of part (1), and since Latns (T*) is 
clearly { M'L : M  G Latns (T) > , the desired conclusion follows from part (1). ■
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The following corollary was proved in [3].
C o ro lla ry  96 I f T  is a biquasitriangular operator with connected spectrum and con­
nected essential spectrum, then T  has no nontrivial norm-stable invariant subspaces.
P ro o f. Since T  satisfies both conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 95, it follows 
that if M  is a nontrivial norm-stable invariant subspace for T, then M  and M x must 
both be finite-dimensional, which is impossible. ■
We can use Theorem 95 to completely characterize Latns (T ) whenever T  is a 
weighted unilateral shift operator. The first step is the following.
C oro lla ry  97 I fT  is an injective unilateral weighted shift operator, then every nonzero 
norm-stable invariant subspace of T  has finite codimension.
P ro o f. If the weights of T  are not bounded away from 0, then a compact pertur­
bation of T  obtained by replacing a subsequence of weights with 0 is quasidiagonal, 
and hence biquasitriangular. Since weighted shifts have connected spectrum and 
connected essential spectrum, it follows from Corollary 96 that T  has no nontrivial 
norm-stable invariant subspaces. If the weights of T  are bounded away from 0, then 
T  satisfies condition (1) in Theorem 95. ■
R em ark  98 It was proved in [11] that i fT  is the unilateral shift operator (all weights 
are 1), then Lat (T ) =  Latns (T)~s ot . The Bergman shift S  with weights is a
compact perturbation o f T ,  but Lat (S ) is very large and chaotic fl]. It seems unlikely 
that the SOT-closure of
W =  {P  € Lat (S ) : P  =  0 or rank  (1 — P) <  oo}
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is all o f Lat (S ). However, Latns (T) C W, so it seems unlikely that Lat (S ) — 
Latns (S)~SOT. It would be interesting to find Lats (S) .
The following lemma is a simple application of the Gram-Schmidt process.
L em m a 99 Suppose { iq, is a linear basis for a subspace M  o f H,  and sup­
pose, fo r  k  £ N, that M k is the span o f {uk], . . . , u kn} . I f  lim j|«j — ukj|| =  0 fork—+oo
1 < j < n ,  then || PMk -  PM\\ -> 0.
C o ro lla ry  100 I f  T  € B( H)  and M i , . . .  , M k are one-dimensional subspaces in  
L a t^  (T) (respectively, Lats (T)), then M i +  • • • +  Mk belongs to Latns (T) (respec­
tively, Lats (T)).
L em m a 101 Suppose T  is an operator with no eigenvalues, and M  is a nonzero 
finite-dimensional cyclic invariant subspace for T* such that a  (T*\M) Pi ae (T*) =  0  
and a  (T*\M ) n  crp (T)* = 0 . Then M  £ Latns (T*).
P ro o f. We know that if p(z)  is the minimal polynomial for T*\m , its set of 
roots is a (T*\M)  and M  C ker(p(T*)). Since a (T*\M) n  ap (T)* — 0 ,  we know 
ker (p (T*)*) =  0, and since p (T*) is Fredholm, we know that p (T *) is surjective. If 
{Ak} is a sequence converging in norm to T*, then \\p(Ak) — p(T*)|| —> 0, and, by
[1 1 ], the projection Qk onto ker (p {Ak)) converges in norm to the projection Q onto 
ker (p (T*)). Let e be a cyclic vector for T*\m . If rn =  deg (p) , then {e, T e , . . . ,  T m~1e} 
is a basis for M, and since Qke £ ker p { A k) , {Qk^, A kQke , . . . ,  A^f^Qke}  spans a sub­
space Mfc £ Lat (Ak) for each k > 1 . It follows from Lemma 99 that ||-Pm* ~~ Pm II ~■> 0. 
Thus M  € Latns (T*). m
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We are now ready to completely characterize Latns (T) for every unilateral shift 
operator T.
T h e o re m  102 Suppose T  is a weighted unilateral shift operator and let 
ro =  inf {|A| : A £ ae (T )} . I f  r$ =  0, then Latns (T) =  {0,1}. I f  tq > 0, then a 
sub space M  ^  H  is in Latns (T*) i f  and only i f  dim M  < oo and |A| <  ro for every 
A € cr (T*\m ) ■
P ro o f. The "only if" part follows from Theorem 95. Suppose {eo,ex,...} is an
orthonormal basis, {a„ } n > 0  is a sequence of positive numbers such th a t Ten — a nen+1
for all n  > 0. Then T*eo =  0 and T*en+i =  a nen for all n  >  0. Suppose A € C and
A € 0-p (T*) . Then there is a vector 0 ^  f \ j  =  (/?0, /51;. . .)  such tha t (T* — A) f \ ti =  0.
It is clear that /30 ^ 0 ,  so we can assume /30 =  1, and, for n > 1,
\ n
= ~— r ~ -
«0 ' ' ' OLn- 1
It follows that ker (T* — A) is 1-dimensional. Thus if M  is a finite-dimensional 
invariant subspace for T*, then each eigenvalue for T*\m  has exactly one Jordan 
block in its Jordan form. Thus T*\m  is cyclic. It follows from Lemma 101 that if 
a (T*\m) H ae (T*) — 0 ,  then PM € Latns (T*) . Next suppose there is an f \$  such 
that (T* — A) /a ,2 =  /a,i- Then we can choose /a ,2 =  (0 ,7 , , 7 2, and we see the 
7 fc’s are uniquely determined and, for n > 1
n X 1- 1
I n  =  -------------------------•
OiQ - ■ ■ 1
More generally, if we have /a.i, - ■ ■, f \ ,m such that, for 1 < k < m,
( T * - \ ) f x , k+1 = f x,k
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and the first k  coordinates of fx,k+i are 0 , then there is a  formula
f\,k  ~~ (o, -. - , 0 , c/~ fc, ) ■ • •) >
where the positive numbers ckj  (j > k ) depend only on the weights {an } and not on A. 
Note that ||/A,fc|| depends on |Aj, so if ||/A0,fc|| < oo for some A0, then Wfx.kW < oo for all 
A with |A| < ]A0| .  Moreover, the map A i— > j|/A,fc|| is continuous on {A 6  C |A| < |Ao|} 
(by the dominated convergence theorem). If a sequence {hn} of vectors in a Hilbert 
space converges weakly to h and if j|h„|) —> \\h\\, then \\hn — h|| —> 0. It follows that 
the map A f X k is norm continuous on {A € C  |A| < |AoJ} •
Now suppose M  € LatiT*)  is finite-dimensional and |A| <  r 0 for every A € 
o (T*\m ) ■ If P (z) =  (z — Aj)™ 1 • • • (z — As)ms is the minimal polynomial for T*\M, 
then {fxj.k : 1 < j  < s , l  < k < rrij} is a linear basis for M.  The desired conclusion 
follows from Lemma 99. ■
We see that quasianalytic shifts are points of norm continuity of Lat.
C oro llary  103 Suppose T  is a quasianalytic unilateral shift operator. Then Lat (T ) =  
Latns (T ).
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